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Bridging the Generation Gap

THE CHALLENGE
Celebrating the longstanding commitment of Thomas P. Johnson ’34 and James M. Johnson ’66 to their
alma mater, The Johnson Family Foundation has issued an exciting challenge to each and every Rollins
graduate in an effort to increase the percentage of alumni participation in The Rollins Fund.

GOALS OF THE CHALLENGE
The Johnson Family’s challenge for the 2003-2004 fiscal year is to increase alumni giving to a 30%
participation rate, while raising $2.1 million for The Rollins Fund.
If we succeed, the Foundation will contribute an additional $50,000 to our annual fund program in
honor of their family’s steadfast commitment to the College.

IMPORTANCE OF ALUMNI PARTICIPATION
Alumni participation is key to helping Rollins’ national rankings and enabling the College to garner
greater support from corporations and foundations.

ACCEPT THE CHALLENGE!
Remember, if we succeed, the Foundation will contribute an additional $50,000 to our annual
fund program.

Remember–Every Gift Counts!
To make your Rollins Fund Gift today, use the enclosed
envelope, visit us on the Web, or call 407-646-2568.

Two ways to give:

✉

By mail:

Send your check (payable to The Rollins
Fund) through the mail in the pre-paid envelope.

Online:
Making your gift online is fast and easy.
Just go to www.rollins.edu and click on
“Giving to Rollins.”
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Listen Up
Professor’s research links good
listening to good leadership

L

ISTEN.
No, really listen.
That, according to Associate Professor of
Communication Rick Bommelje, is critical to
being a good leader. In fact, he said, it’s important
to all relationships—both personal and professional.
Bommelje, who teaches a listening leadership
course in several Rollins graduate programs and conducts workshops on the subject for companies, has
co-authored a new book with his friend and listening mentor, Lyman Steil, titled Listening Leaders: The 10
Golden Rules to Listen, Lead, and Succeed. Their research involved interviewing 105 leaders throughout the
world—from the House leader to some of the world’s foremost educational leaders—to support the
inseparable connection between effective leading and listening.
All listening requires comprehension, minimal distraction, and a release from one’s opinions while the
other person is speaking. And then, explained Bommelje, there’s “deep” listening.
Deep listening has been the focus of Bommelje’s learning, research, and teaching for the past 17 years.
“When speaking with someone who is listening deeply, you may feel as if you are the only person in the
world,” Bommelje said. “The listener gives you the impression that he or she is completely rapt by your
words and thoughts. The experience of deep listening seems kind, understanding, and meaningful. It
engenders a powerful interaction, a stronger relationship, and mutual understanding that helps decrease
friction and conflict.”
And that, he said, is why deep listening is so crucial to good leadership. Effective listening helps build the
trust, understanding, and respect a leader needs to have effective relationships with employees and, in turn,
impacts performance, productivity, profitability, and job satisfaction.
Like most forms of human interaction, deep listening is a learned behavior requiring ongoing training. And
while it can seem like hard work, the rewards can be great. Unfortunately, said Bommelje, whether they’re
aware of it or not, some people learn the “easy stuff” rather than mastering the “behind the words” work
required of good listening. The result can be an overuse of rote technical listening phrases such as, “So, what I
hear you saying is…” In this case, the listener
will often quickly repeat the speaker’s com“When speaking with someone who is
ment then launch into his or her own opinion
without any type of pause, acknowledge- listening deeply, you may feel as if you are the
ment, or eye contact. In turn, the speaker only person in the world.”
will likely not truly “hear” the other person’s
—Rick Bommelje
perspective, and no meaningful exchange
will have taken place. In fact, this type of exchange is likely damaging to the relationship. If a leader does not
have good listening skills, the perception of employees is an “I pay you to listen to me” style of management.
“You know deep listening when you see it in action,” Bommelje said. “Deep listeners, through their
actions, make clear that they’re asking about and listening to the perspectives of others. They don’t spend
100 percent of meetings talking. They might ask questions as they make statements; they may or may not
take notes while others speak; they notice that some people ‘say’ things through their body language
without verbally saying anything at all; and they can summarize conversations afterwards.”
Bommelje has realized that for him, all roads go back to one focus: listening leadership. “Mistakes—both
professional and personal—prompted me to embark on this learning journey. I teach in the area that I need
the most help in.”—Mary Wetzel Wismar-Davis ’76 ’80MBA

JENI FLYNN HATTER

SINCE LAST TIME
Hidden treasure
Rollins College was recognized in the 2004 edition
of Kaplan Publishing’s The Unofficial, Unbiased
Guide to the 328 Most Interesting Colleges. Rollins
was listed as a top school in the “Hidden Treasures”
category and was chosen by the author as one of the
country’s 328 most interesting colleges.

Faculty feats

Camp Alliance
During the fifth annual Camp Alliance outreach project, underrepresented and multicultural freshman
students gathered to clean up storm damage at
Camp Mah-Kah-Wee in Chuluota, Florida. The
three-day program united students to teach them
about team building and what college life is like,
while their parents learned about transitional issues

commonly faced by minority and underrepresented
students. “Camp Alliance made my transition to
Rollins so much easier because it gave me a core
group of friends with whom I still remain close
today,” said Maruxa Faustmann ’02, a Camp
Alliance graduate. Over the past five years, the program has helped more than 175 students adjust to
college and become active members of the campus
and Central Florida community.—Jeni Flynn Hatter

Rats Released on Internet
Professor creates virtual rat lab for psychology students
Psychology professor Roger Ray ’62 uses rats
to help gauge his students’ learning experience.
Well, not exactly the live furry creatures.

Ray, who has taught at Rollins since
1969, uses what he calls “cyber rats” in a
unique educational system he developed in
1996. Cyber Rat is an interactive artificial
intelligence instruction program that uses
1,600 video clips of live rats to create a
virtual lab for students. “Instead of working
with live rats in specialized labs, which are
costly to build and maintain, students can
work anywhere they have computers to
train simulated rats to press a lever,” Ray
said. “Students interact with digital video
playback of real animals just as they would

with live rats, and the cyber rat learns only
what the student teaches it.”
In addition to his work with the virtual lab,
Ray has developed an online
textbook that uses adaptive
instruction. The book can be
used as a supplement to class
meetings or as the basis of an
online course. This is helpful to
students as well as instructors,
who are able to set deadlines
and look at test scores online.
Through the program’s tutorial
and testing system, which
adapts questions to each student’s
specific learning level and allows
them to work at their own pace,
instructors are able to see a
mirror of what the students
have learned. Both Cyber Rat
and the online textbook allow instructors to
create databases to keep track of students’
performance. The book is currently in use at
four schools and has been used by 3,000
students during each of the last three years.
The Cyber Rat virtual lab program has
proven to be a highly effective learning tool and
has already been adopted at 10 other colleges
and universities nationwide. “Cyber Rat is an
amazing program that allows us to bring the
lab home,” said Heather Wynn ’05. “It is a
good representation of a real lab experience.”
—Ann Salter ’04

■ Assistant Professor of Music
Daniel Crozier was chosen as
an award recipient by the
American Society of Composer,
Authors & Publishers (ASCAP).
Crozier composed two symphonic
movements for recording by the
Seattle Symphony.
■ Child Development Center
Director and Professor of
Psychology Sharon Carnahan
was honored by the Orange
County School Readiness
Coalition as “Community Partner
of the Year” for her work on the
Early Childhood Environmental
Rating Scale Study.
■ Kenneth Curry Chair of Literature and Professor
of English Maurice “Socky” O'Sullivan recently
received the “Distinguished Colleague Award” from
the Florida College English Association. The award
is presented annually to a professor in Florida who
displays “extraordinary service to the profession
and the state” and is given for “significant and
sustained contributions in teaching, scholarship,
and service.”
Continued on page 5

F A S TF A C T S
Here are the top responses to questions
asked in a survey of incoming Rollins
freshmen in August 2003:
How did you find out about Rollins?
The number-one response was “family, friend,
or alumnus,” followed closely by “a guidance
counselor.”

How did you research colleges?
Nearly 96 percent of responding freshmen did
some online research in their search for a college.

Why did you choose Rollins?
The most common responses to this question
were academics, financial aid, course of study,
athletics, class size, reputation, location, and
campus beauty.

What do you like to watch on TV?
MTV is the number-one-watched network, with
Comedy Central and the major news channels
coming in close behind. Friends is the most
popular show, followed by Will and Grace, Sex
and the City, Gilmore Girls, and Seinfeld.

What do you like to read?
Most popular magazines include People, USA
Today, Sports Illustrated, Cosmopolitan, and
Glamour. Many freshmen said they read their
hometown newspapers.

SPRING 2004
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Taking Stock

MARY WETZEL WISMAR-DAVIS ’76 ’80MBA

Students help local fire
department develop
inventory system

(l-r) Front: Winter Park Police Chief James
White, Deputy Chief Steve Painter, Professor
Richard James; back: paramedic Charles
Bracewell , Rollins student Keith Panfilio ’04
Imagine a fire department having no
adequate system for tracking medical
supplies used during emergency calls.
That’s exactly the problem the Winter
Park Fire Department faced before a
Rollins professor and his students came
along to help.
During a summer research program,
Assistant Professor of Mathematical
Sciences Richard James and some of
his students designed an inventory management system for the fire department.
“This experience gave students a true
appreciation of what it’s like to work as a
computer scientist,” James said. “They
got to experience the thrill of customer
approval and appreciation along with the
frustration of trying to implement ideas
that just don’t work. It has given our
students something to talk about in job
interviews, and as a result, many of our
graduates have been hired by national
firms.” Now, Winter Park Fire Department
employees can actually request additional
supplies online.
Future plans include wireless devices on
all emergency vehicles that will allow
them to update the database from the
scene of an incident. According to James,
many other small fire departments have
expressed an interest in the system.
“Who knows…maybe this project will turn
into Rollins’ ‘Gatorade,’” he said.
—Jeni Flynn Hatter
4
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Planting the Seed
Rollins grows future leaders
he days when professors solely did the
teaching at Rollins are over. Now,
students are teaching their peers and
designing programs that will be in
place for years to come at the College.
“More students than ever are serving as role
models to other students,” said Healthy
Campus Program Coordinator Stephanie
Preston. “Those same students are making
positive contributions to the community
and maintaining a healthy personal balance
in their lives.”

leader Bill Fenton ’05. “We all do what
we can, and I think that’s what matters.”
Fenton says the College plants the
leadership seed for its students.
“Rollins lays the foundation for the
development of leaders. We as individuals
choose our level of involvement, and
that determines how much we get out of
our time here,” Fenton said. “In the
end, it’s up to each individual to grow
themselves into leaders.”
In addition to developing leadership
abilities, faculty and
staff at Rollins strive
to equip students
with an understanding of citizenship so
when they graduate
they will understand
their true potential
as citizens. “Through
our programs and
courses, we expose
students to ideas
and experiences that
challenge their conceptions of what it
Fall 2003 student leaders get ready to take on a ropes course as one of
the College’s leadership training programs.
means to be a community member,” said
Director of Student Involvement &
With more than 70 student organizations on campus, leadership opportunities
Leadership Cara Meixner. “As a result,
abound. The LEAD team at Rollins creates
they develop their own definitions of
and implements co-curricular leadership
programs. One such program involves
“Rollins lays the foundation for the
SMILE (Seeking Many Individuals
Leading Exemplary) awards, and through
development of leaders. We as individuals
nominations, faculty, staff, and students
choose our level of involvement, and
at the College are honored for demonthat determines how much we get out
strating leadership on campus. The same
organization implemented “Work Your
of our time here.”
Buns Off,” a recognition program that
—Bill Fenton ’05
recognizes two student organizations each
month for a program they’ve designed.
both citizenship and leadership. If they
Winners receive a box of honey buns.
master those concepts, they will continue
“I work with an amazing group of
to flourish when they leave Rollins.”
students to offer events that the Rollins
—Jeni Flynn Hatter
community can enjoy,” said campus

T

Langford Hotel Makes Way for
New Landmark
Generations of Rollins alumni have
nostalgic memories of the old Langford
Hotel at the corner of Interlachen and
New England avenues. Who can forget
the quaint hotel?—relaxing poolside
meals, vintage rooms, student and alumni
parties in the Treetop Room, the charming
mahogany piano bar, winding paths
through tropical gardens, parrots, and,
yes…monkeys. And while those memories
can never be replaced, alumni are in for a
new treat at the site of this 46-year-old
Winter Park landmark. The Langford Hotel was
razed last year to make room for a new luxurious
development: the Regent Winter Park Hotel,
Spa & Residences, which will feature 110 hotel
rooms, 37 hotel suites, 23 luxury condominiums,
an upscale spa, tropical gardens, two pools, a

S P O RT S S C E N E
■ In November, the City of Winter Park and
the campus community paid tribute to the
outstanding performance of Rollins’ 2002-03
student-athletes. Rollins claimed both the men’s
and women’s SSC All-Sports Mayor’s Cup
Trophies while finishing 25th among 283
Division II schools in the NACDA Directors’
Cup Standings. Rollins also claimed national
championships in women’s golf and waterski
and had four student-athletes recognized as
CoSIDA Academic All-Americans. The College’s
student-athletes posted their highest combined
grade point average ever with a 3.071 mark for
the entire year.
■ The men’s soccer team finished the 2003
season with a 14-3-3 record, ranking 14th in
NCAA Division II. The Tars advanced to the
NCAA Division II Tournament for the first time
in 21 years and won their first match of the
tournament before losing to eventual national
champion Lynn University 2-1. Four Rollins
players were recognized on the All-Sunshine State
Conference (SSC) team, and standout Clayton
Chesarek ’04 was honored as a second team
CoSIDA Academic All-America selection for the
second straight season, marking the 27th time a
Rollins student-athlete has received this prestigious academic honor. Coach Keith Buckley ’88
was named the 2003 NCSAA/Adidas Division II
South Region “Coach of the Year.”
■ Women’s soccer enjoyed its best season since
becoming a varsity sport in 1997. The Tars
finished with a 13-6 overall record and reached
the semifinals of the SSC Tournament. The

ballroom, and a restaurant. Reminiscent of
Florida’s old citrus baron estates, the grand hotel
interior will feature the Spanish mission style
with rich and classical detailing and furnishings.
The Regent Winter Park is scheduled to make
its debut late in 2004.
—Mary Wetzel Wismar-Davis ’76 ’80MBA

Compiled by Dean Hybl, Assistant Director
of Physical Education & Athletics

squad earned the first national ranking in team
history during the season and was ranked in the
South Region throughout the year. Six players
were named to the 2003 All-SSC teams.
■ For the second straight season, the Rollins
waterski team claimed the Division II championship at the Collegiate National Championships in Austin, Texas. Tarah Benzel ’06 won the
trick and jump championships and also claimed
the overall women’s championship for the second
straight year. Ty Oppenlander ’05 won the
men’s slalom championship for the third straight
year, while Michelle Simpson ’06 won the
women’s slalom title for the second straight time.
■ Three volleyball players received post-season
recognition from the SSC. Kate Ferris ’04 was
honored as a second team All-SSC performer,
while Allison North ’06 was recognized as an
honorable mention selection. Ami Fox ’07 was
selected as a member of the All-Freshman team.
■ Legendary golfer Arnold
Palmer will be honored
with the Alfond Achievement Award at the Fourth
Annual Rollins College
Athletics Scholarship Gala
on March 13, 2004, at
the Alfond Sports Center.
For reservations and sponsorships, contact
the Rollins Athletic Department at 407646-2365. Additional information is available
on the Rollins College Athletic Web site at
http://www.rollins.edu/athletics/gala-info.html.

SINCE LAST TIME
continued from page 3

VIP visitors
■ This past fall, Rollins hosted PeaceJam, an
ongoing educational program for young people.
The PeaceJam Foundation is a national organization that brings Nobel
Peace Prize Laureates to
college campuses for weekend-long workshops for
youth and is designed to
inspire new generations
of peacemakers. Over the
weekend, more than 200
Central Florida high school students were united
with Nobel Peace Prize Winner Jody Williams.
Williams has spent more than 20 years
increasing awareness of the effects of landmines.
■ In the fall, author Patrick
D. Smith visited Rollins as
part of the Central Florida
Reads Program. Smith
wrote the best seller A Land
Remembered. The book
was nominated for a Pulitzer
Prize and received the
Florida Historical Society’s 1986 Tebeau Award
for the Most Outstanding Florida Historical
Novel, the state’s highest literary award.
■ The Guerrilla Girls, a group of performing
visual artists, visited Rollins in the fall to talk to
members of the College community about
sexism, racism, and other forms of discrimination.
The group is well-known for using statistics,
humor, and performance to turn the art of
theater into activism.

Cover shots
■ Rollins students in Professor Eileen Gregory’s
microbiology lab were featured on the cover of
Microbiology Education, a publication of the
American Society for Microbiology. The students
were shown performing experiments and
analyzing data.
■ The Olin Library was
featured on the cover
of Choice magazine.
The issue celebrated
the 40th anniversary of
the journal and is the
pre-eminent reviewing
source for academic
libraries.

Student successes
■ Lara Bueso ’07 was honored as a National
Hispanic Youth Award winner
during the nationally televised
Annual Hispanic Heritage
Awards program on NBC.
Bueso started her own nonprofit company when she was
15 years old. Today, the organization distributes school
supplies to hundreds of
students in Miami-Dade County, Florida.
■ The Rollins Democrats student organization
won two awards during the Florida Young
Democrats convention. The awards were for
“Event of the Year” and “Most Improved Chapter.”

SPRING 2004
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HeadStrong

Education Professor
Gio Valiante has
successfully linked his
love of golf, his
expertise in psychology,
and his greatest
passion: academics

BY SUZANNE BERANEK
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Ask Gio Valiante—a 32-year-old education
professor who counsels world-famous PGA
golfers like Nicklaus, Duval, Slocum, Campbell,
and Love III—what he’s passionate about, and
he’ll give you a somewhat unexpected answer:
academia.
Valiante arrived on the Rollins campus in the
spring of 2001 with the understanding that, in
addition to teaching courses such as Educational
Psychology, Math Methods, and Statistics, he
would conduct research exploring the minds
of competitive golfers. To do so, he chose to
interview top players on the PGA Tour.
With approval from the Tour and a research
grant from Rollins, Valiante hit the links and
searched out the biggest names in golf. Armed
with a three-page list of interview questions, he
began to pull revealing answers out of players.
At first, he worked around their schedules
and was somewhat struck by their star status. “I

was a bit intimidated,” he admitted. But now,
two years and more than 100 interviews later,
Valiante is chummy with golf stars who not only
rely on him to keep their heads in shape, but also
consider him a friend.
In addition to landing him a speaking
engagement at the top conference in psychology
conducted annually by the American
Psychological Association, Valiante’s research has
produced many high-level golf clients, as well as a
book contract. Valiante’s book, Fearless Golf, which
he is producing through Doubleday and Golf
Digest, will help both pros and weekend warriors
alike. “It will be a marked departure from what’s
been done in the field,” Valiante said. “I had every
major Tour guy read and critique it.” Input from
such honored golf aficionados as swing coach
David Leadbetter and legend Jack Nicklaus may
have assisted Valiante in securing the book
contract, but the secret of his success is more than

just a “who-you-know” scenario; he’s earned his
status through his “know-how.”
Golf and psychology have been Valiante’s
two major interests much of his life. His father,
who has been “hitting the sticks” four days a
week for 30 years, taught the young Gio to play
at 9 years old. Valiante played competitively
throughout high school, getting down to a 2
handicap. But it was at the University of Florida,
where he received both bachelor’s and master’s
degrees in educational psychology, and during
his post-graduate work at Emory University,
where he received a Ph.D. in educational
psychology, that he was able to link his two
loves. Valiante began researching self-efficacy

Phoenix Open; Matt Kuchar won the Honda
Classic (“Dr. Valiante helped me win my first
professional tournament. He has a way of getting
the best out of me!”); Curtis Strange shot his lowest
competitive round of golf in three years at Bay
Hill; and Davis Love III took the first-round lead
at the Masters (after previously missing two cuts
in a row). “Dr. Valiante knows the game as well
as anyone I’ve ever met. I recommend him to
anyone trying to get to the next level,” Love said.
Following his session with Jack Nicklaus,
Nicklaus made his first cut on the PGA Tour in
two years. Nicklaus remarked to the media,
“There is a young fellow staying with us this week
who is reminding me of how I used to play golf.”

Gio Valiante with pro golfers Gary Player (left), Eric Comptom and Jack Nicklaus (center), and Davis Love III (right)

(the psychological term for confidence), finding
that if you have two students with equal ability,
the one with higher self-confidence will almost
always outperform the other. “It’s not so much
ability as confidence in that ability that is the key
to success,” he shared. During Valiante’s recent
research with golfers, this theory held true.
“There is a correlation between how golfers
think and how they perform,” he said. He
teaches his clients how to think in ways that give
them the best chance to succeed at a difficult
game, sometimes against long odds.
Valiante has also found that the most
successful golfers play primarily not for glory or
the win, but for the challenge and satisfaction
gained from the process of improvement—what
he calls a mastery approach. “Golfers who are
concerned with learning and improvement are
more fully involved in the shot at hand than
players worried about who they’re playing
against, how much money they can win, or what
people will say if they succeed or fail,” he told
Golf Digest in October.
He also found that almost always after he
interviewed a golfer, the golfer got results. After
meeting with Valiante, Chris DiMarco won the

All of this success has landed Valiante in a
second career that keeps his cell phone ringing
incessantly and his hours of sleep to a minimum.
“My poor Pop was complaining just the other
day, ‘I don’t get to play golf with my own son
anymore,’” he said.
Valiante’s been called the Tour’s hottest sports
psychologist by The Denver Post, has been
interviewed by ESPN and The Golf Channel, and
has been quoted in Golf Digest, USA Today, and
The New York Times. He’s been profiled in the
Orlando Sentinel. But he said he wouldn’t trade his
current position as assistant professor of education
for the best touring job out there.
What fulfills this golf psychologist most is
academia. “I’m fortunate that Rollins has been
very supportive of my research,” he said. “But
academia allows you to realize a vision. In any
other job, you’re realizing someone else’s vision.
Here, you can say, ‘What am I curious about?’
and get the resources to answer the question you
ask. It’s a freedom that’s invigorating.”
Gio Valiante’s book Fearless Golf will be released
in the fall of 2004. For more information on Dr.
Valiante or his book, visit www.drgiovaliante.com.
Valiante will be offering seminars in March 2004. For
information, visit www.fearlessgolf.net.

Staying the

COURSE

Valiante sets himself apart from
other golf psychologists because he
is backing up his thinking with firstof-its-kind research on the minds of
golfers. His research has led him to
some tried-and-true suggestions for
success:

■

Play against the course rather than
the opponent.

■

Be in the moment.

■

Always pick small targets.

■

Focus on the things you can
control.

■

Be decisive.

■

Don’t get caught up in results.

■

When you lose, do not lose the
lesson.

■

Talk about past successes. Get
as much mileage from them as
possible because they’ll act as
buffers against the inherent
difficulty of the game.

■

Learn how to fail, using setbacks
as springboards to future success.

Valiante has found that the most
successful players are the ones who
actually fail the most. “When failure is
the norm, then resilience is second
nature. Players are successful when
they’re not afraid to fail. Instead of
being debilitating or frustrating, failure
motivates them to try harder. They
rebound from the disappointment.
While I haven’t interviewed Tiger
Woods, he would seem to fit this
pattern since he has the best
‘bounce back’ stat on the PGA tour—
making birdie after bogey.”
Valiante helps build confidence.
But unlike other golf psychologists,
he believes that success can only
be realized when confidence comes
with competence. “They gotta have
the will and the skill,” he said. “I can
be confident all day that I can fly,
but without the ability, it’s never
going to happen.”
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Sticking to It
The Sandspur still going strong as
Florida’s oldest college newspaper
WPRK is the radio voice of Rollins
College, and the Rollins Alumni Record
its primary communication to the
outside world, but the voice of the
student body, and one of Rollins’ oldest
traditions, is the College’s student-run
newspaper, The Sandspur. Produced for
more than a century, The Sandspur is
the oldest college newspaper in
Florida, and while it has had some ups
and downs along the way, it is still
going strong as a journal of campus
CHIVES
ROLLINS AR
URTESY OF
PHOTOS CO

news, commentary, and criticism.
The campus newspaper was
born in June 1894, when a men’s
literary society called the
Demosthenic Literary Society
(a forerunner of fraternities at the
College) published one issue of
The Demosthenic Demonstrator. This was the first official student
publication at Rollins. Henry Mowbray served as editor-in-chief, aided by associate editors Fred
Emsinger and Ernest Missildine. Rex Beach, who went on to become a famed novelist and screenwriter,
authoring more than 30 adventure and romance novels, served on the publication’s editorial board
at this time (and continued to do so after graduating in his capacity as Rollins’ alumni director).

That same year, however, several
ambitious Rollins women protested
their exclusion from the men’s society.
They formed their own society the
following November, calling it Friends
in Council, and asked to participate in
creating the Demonstrator. That fall, five
men and five women, aided by faculty
adviser Eva Root, decided to create an
annual literary magazine that would
record not only original literary works
and commentaries by students, but also
College and community news, since
Winter Park had no newspaper at that
time. Professor Root suggested the name
“Sandspur,” evocative of Central
Florida’s indigenous, unique, and often
bothersome flora that flourished
throughout the campus environment.
Root was a science professor who
had encouraged the formation of literary
societies in 1892. As explained in an
article by Mowbray, Root hit upon the
Sandspur name while the two of them
walked across campus brainstorming a
name for the new publication. Deep in
contemplation, Root stepped off the
boardwalk, and her long dress caught a
few dozen burrs, which Mowbray
chivalrously removed.

On December 20, 1894, the first
Sandspur—more a literary magazine on
the model of today’s Brushing than a
newspaper—was published. The motto
“Stick to It” appeared on the first
masthead and remained for several
years. In that first issue, early College
benefactor F.W. Lyman, who had
donated the land for the College that
secured its establishment by the

“Unassuming yet mighty, sharp and
pointed, well-rounded yet many-sided,
assiduously tenacious, just as gritty and
tenacious as its name implies, victorious
in single combat and therefore without
a peer, wonderfully attractive and
extensive in circulation: all of these will
be found upon investigation to be
among the extraordinary qualities of
THE SAND-SPUR.”

“Unassuming yet mighty, sharp and pointed, well-rounded yet many-sided,
assiduously tenacious, just as gritty and tenacious as its name implies, victorious in
single combat and therefore without a peer, wonderfully attractive and extensive
in circulation: all of these will be found upon investigation to be among the
extraordinary qualities of THE SAND-SPUR.”
—Henry Mobray, Editor-in-Chief, 1894
Congregational Church, wrote a long
essay titled “Recollections of the Early
Days of Rollins College.” A creative
section containing such pieces as “Some
Old Grecian Wit,” “From Life,”
“Mystery of the Sinkhole,” and “The
Colored Chicken Trust” joined news
departments named Collegiate, Athletic,
Social Happenings, Friends of Rollins,
and Locals. Mowbray’s description of
the hardy sandspur’s good qualities
appeared in each issue until recently:

Mowbray went on to become head
of the George Jr. Republic in
Claremont, California, and a noted
preacher. It is recorded that in February
1938, he surprised Sandspur staffers by
coming to the office and sharing stories
of the early days. “I am proud to have
been the first editor of The Sandspur,”
he told the young staff at Rollins. “It is
one of the very few traditions of the
time that still remains.”
The literary societies (after 1900, the

1936
1909

1916
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1957
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Delphic Debating Society took over the
job) published the Sandspur three times a
year until 1910, when it became an
annual. The editor in 1907, Berkeley
Blackman, won a Rhodes scholarship and
later returned to Rollins as professor of
natural science. The 1910 edition was the
largest ever at 108 pages. The Sandspur
went monthly in 1912, then was
suspended until 1915, when it returned
as a weekly newspaper. Leading the
revival were Geraldine Clark, who went
on to teach at Inverness High School in
Central Florida; Arthur Ivey, who became
a newspaperman in Orlando; and Alfred
J. Hanna, who became a faculty member
and College official at Rollins and a
noted local author.
The Sandspur has remained a weekly
publication ever since, although published
by the student body rather than a literary
society since 1912. Its first successful
protest came in 1895, when editor
Mowbray argued in his editorial that rose
pink was not a fitting “college color”; he
suggested royal blue, adopted (along with
gold) shortly thereafter by College
authorities. Over time, The Sandspur
would engage students, faculty, and
administration in discussions of pressing
campus and world issues. As John Beaufort
’35 noted in his commemoration for the
Rollins Semi-Centennial in 1935, The
Sandspur “has constantly striven to
combine the informal atmosphere
10 ROLLINS ALUMNI RECORD

characteristic of the small-college
publication with a presentation that at
least approaches professional standards.”
In the 1920s, The Sandspur became
a leading newspaper in Florida. As part
of its growing status, it joined the
United Press, Associated Collegiate
Press, the Florida Collegiate Press
Association, and the Winter Park

Chamber of Commerce. Festive annual
dinners celebrating the paper’s anniversary were held on campus, drawing
Rollins faculty and administrators,
editors of college and professional
newspapers throughout Florida, and
nationally known businessmen with an
interest in journalism. Ray Stannard

Baker, a leading journalist of the 1890s
and a biographer of President Woodrow
Wilson, addressed the 1933 gathering.
Out of these meetings was born the
Florida Collegiate Press Association (FCPA),
which helped promote the highest
standards in the state’s college journalism.
The Sandspur earned honors for its
quality beginning in 1932 and 1933,
when FCPA gave it its highest honor for
two years running. In 1954, the
newspaper was awarded an All-American
rating by the Associated College Press
(ACP), the highest honor a college
paper could earn. In 1958, under editor
Phyllis Zatlin ’60, it was ranked among
the top five small-college newspapers
in the United States. “Congratulations!
The Sandspur continues to set the mark
for college newspapers across the
country,” remarked the ACP judge. He
also called the editorial page “among
the best I’ve ever seen.” Through the
years, the paper regularly won prizes
for excellence from the Florida
Intercollegiate Press Association.
Perusing old issues of The Sandspur,
one gets a feel both for campus life and
the dominant social and political issues
of the day. Editorialists and cartoonists
through the decades poked fun at fellow
students, the administration, and the
food service. An article in the October
25, 1944, issue contained a cover story
titled “Rat Emancipation Climaxes

Session,” a whimsical piece about rats
gathering for a Christmas party in Rex
Hall. (At that time, there existed a “Rat
Court” for freshmen, and the piece was
part of the good-natured hazing of
freshmen students.) Renowned actor
Anthony Perkins ’54 wrote a tonguein-cheek piece in 1952 about trying to
track down the source of rumors on
campus. In the early ’80s, a series of
“Milton” cartoons created by Al
Landsberger ’82 took a humorous
look at campus and American culture.
Rollins journalists also took on
more serious issues through the years.
The December 10, 1941, issue
featured the editorial “Rollins at
War,” assessing the likely impact of
World War II and the military draft
on campus life. Just before the 1936
Presidential election, the paper
evaluated rival candidates Alf Landon
and Franklin D. Roosevelt. Roosevelt
won the presidency by the largest
landslide ever that year, but in a straw
vote at Rollins, The Sandspur
announced, “Landon won 347-127.”
The March 12, 1951, issue of the
paper carried the headline
“Dismissals Rock Rollins” concerning
the traumatic vote of no confidence
that deposed Rollins president Paul
Wagner and ushered in the era of
Hugh McKean ’30.
The Sandspur reflected the
political and social tensions of the
’60s as the campus community
debated the issues of the time—the
Vietnam War, civil rights, the right to
wear long hair and “sloppy” clothes.
Faculty and students often expressed
their opposing views in essays and
editorial letters. The “Special Election
Issue” of March 29, 1968, proclaimed

“McCarthy Movement Mushrooms”
(referring to the Democratic Party
challenger to incumbent Democratic
President Lyndon Johnson) and carried
full coverage of the national parties’
deliberations for that election. The
May 8, 1970, issue had a black cover
commemorating the death of four
students at Kent State University at the
hands of National Guardsmen.
The Sandspur often struggled to

retain consistent staff and contributors,
however, especially during the 1970s. As
early as 1962, the editor complained
about staffing problems and wrote a
warning about how negatively campus
life would be affected should student
apathy lead to the demise of The
Sandspur and other campus publications.
“From a list of 80 entering men with
some journalistic background, two came
to me to offer their services,” he said.

1985

Through the years, The Sandspur has provided news of campus life
while sometimes offering irreverent commentary on the dominant
social and political issues of the day.
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“True, others come in from time to time
to chat and criticize and contribute an
occasional article.” A turnaround came in
1975-76, when the paper had five editorsin-chief and three circulation managers.
During that period, The Sandspur
successfully pushed the food service to
improve the quality of campus food.
In the 1980s, The Sandspur enjoyed
perhaps its most adventurous period
under the editorship of Phil Pyster ’81,
Diana Chrissis ’83, Judy Jones ’85, and
Jay Werba ’86, when it reflected the spirit
of the times by taking on more of a
magazine format (a special 1985 Rollins
Centennial issue was printed on glossy
magazine paper stock) and becoming
more intellectually and visually exciting.
Many of the staffers of this period went
on to form a Florida arts and culture
magazine, Zelo, inspired by their work
with The Sandspur.
The newspaper went through a
rough period of inconsistency and
student apathy during the 1990s, and
even suspended operations for a time.
Frustrated by a lack of resources, which
made it difficult to retain staff and thus
stick to a regular production schedule,

1968

the Sandspur staff felt
little sense of fulfillment or ownership in
the paper as the layout
was outsourced to an
independent contractor. In recent years,
however, students and
campus authorities
have worked hard to
revive the newspaper,
and, particularly over
the last year, The Sandspur has experienced a rebirth. The College has
provided resources that have helped the
students regain a sense of pride and
usefulness in the school newspaper.
Funds were allocated for a part-time
staff adviser, as well as new computers
for the newspaper, allowing the staff to
do their own layout.
The students took full advantage of
this opportunity, and the content and
style of the newspaper has changed
dramatically. “After a few weeks, it was no
longer about just getting the paper out; it
was about creating a quality publication
that would best meet the needs of the
student population and provide a voice

for Rollins students,” said
Sandspur adviser Dean
Hybl. This momentum
has continued into the
2003-04 school year, and
the paper has grown even
stronger and more
popular among members
of the Rollins community.
A staff of only eight
students during the 20011956
02 school year has grown
to more than 30 staffers/contributors in
2003-04. Advertising has more than
doubled over the last year, and a 16-page
edition is printed consistently on a weekly
basis. The Sandspur currently has a
circulation of 1,700 and can now be
accessed free of charge on its student-run
Web site at www.thesandspur.org.
“It’s exciting to see students around
campus reading The Sandspur frequently,
and it’s especially exciting to see the
commitment of the newspaper staff and
the amount of pride they are taking in
their work,” Hybl said.
It appears this Rollins more-than-acentury-old institution has reinvented
itself for a new era.

1973
1986
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Bridging the Generation Gap

P H O T O S B Y J U D Y WAT S O N T R A C Y
BACKDROPS BY LARRY MOORE

An interesting generational
confluence fills the Rollins halls
between classes these days.
An aging, predominantly BabyBoom professoriate now finds
their former Generation X
students finishing Ph.D.’s and
returning to college as faculty.
Occupying the current student
role are the so-called Millennials
(or Generation Y, to some). The
first Millennial cohort entered
college three years ago after
graduating as the high-school
class of 2000 (hence their
name). Now that Millennials
dominate college student
bodies, the Silents, Boomers,
and X-ers are taking notice.
Perhaps these collegians will
become “The Next Great
Generation,” as Neil Howe and
William Strauss subtitle
Millennials Rising, their bestselling text on these children of
the late Baby Boomers.
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Millennials: The New College Generation
Remember learning to ride a bicycle? For me (growing up in the ’60s), it was a red, pawn-shop special with pedal brakes. Dad
ran behind with one hand on the plastic banana seat, letting go without my knowledge at some point. Of course, I fell and skinned
my knee. “Get back on,” he encouraged. Contrast that scene with the education of a Millennial. First, there is the bike itself: a
European or Japanese import that costs a little less than my ’72 Malibu did back in high school. Next, Mom and Dad have
probably read Teaching Your Child to Bicycle Safely or watched the DVD. Perhaps they’ve sent Junior to bike safety school or hired a
training consultant. On the appointed morning of initiation, Mom, Dad, and little Millennial set off for the park, bike nestled on
the roof rack of the SUV. The entire event is being recorded by video camera. Before mounting the bike, little Millie is encased in a
suit of plastic armor: helmet, kneepads, shoulder pads, chinstrap, gloves. Yet, like all of us, she falls. She cries because her arm hurts,
so she gets a visit to the hospital for an MRI because no one wants to ruin her chances of being a violinist (lessons at 6) or a
softball pitcher (practice at 3).
How do Millennials differ from their elders?
They are the most protected, watched-after, structured, achievement-driven generation in American history. They are, as one
Millennial parent actually said to me, our little investment. Born 1982 and after, their formative years saw seemingly unbridled
economic prosperity. They have never known a world without computers as a household appliance. Information has always been
a click away (a double-click for really hard-to-find things). The latest music has always been something you can “see” (“Have you
seen Justin Timberlake’s latest song?”). Phones have always been something you don’t really “dial.” And a TV with 13 channels?
Please—that’s so 20th century!
While no generation can be defined with monolithic characteristics, the several key themes dictate the overwhelming majority
of Millennial childhoods.

BY ROGER CASEY

Millennials have been protected
and warned of external dangers at
every crossroad, whether we’re talking
about bicycle safety equipment, CD
ratings, the V-chip, child molestation,
date rape, the Amber Alert, or sunblock
with an SPF of 30. Yet, the Millennials
have arguably grown up faster than any
of their predecessors. They’ve been
sexualized from an early age through
media images of Britney, Internet sites,
Abercrombie & Fitch (who sell thongs
for teens emblazoned with the phrase
“eye candy”), and Congress investigating
one President’s sexual misadventures
while his opponent sells Viagra on TV.

1

Millennials are sedentary and/or
sedated. Though this is a generation obsessed by X-Treme sports, most
live the extreme vicariously through the
Internet or video games. Teen obesity is
rampant. Couch potatoes have been
replaced by “surfers” who ride the
virtual wavelength in front of a computer
screen. The children of those who were
a part of the ’60s drug culture have a

2
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pharmaceutical culture of their own—
but this one is prescription-based. Those
coping with attention-deficit disorders
may have been on Ritalin for years.
Many are on anti-depressants. In fact,
what used to be called “adolescence”
may now be called “depression,” and
numerous Millennials seek medical relief
from its pressures.
Millennials are heavily pressured
by “branding.” Their world is
bombarded with advertising texts and
messages. Brand consciousness is
enormous. Pepsi and Coke vie for
exclusive contracts in certain school
districts. Marketers pay to have trademarks like Nike or Gatorade mentioned
in textbooks (from an algebra text:
“How many pints of Gatorade does it
take…”). Millions are spent to convince
this generation to use its considerable
disposable income on certain products
or to look a certain way. Many eating
disorders emanate from this cultural
programming to look perfect.

3

Millennials’ lives have been hyperstructured and programmed. They go
from school to soccer practice to violin
lessons to Boy Scouts to the church choir,
then return home to volumes of homework
emanating from back-to-basics or testingbased curricula. The enormous backpacks
many teens carry to school make them look
more like astronauts preparing for space
travel than kids. Millennials were tested at
age 3 to get into the best kindergarten so
they could get into the best grammar
school programs that led to the best high
schools that led to the best colleges.
Indeed, by the time many actually reach
college, they are burned out or have little
ability to organize their own lives in the
relatively structure-free world they discover
there, where no one else takes responsibility
for their time. But even in college, many
continue with lifestyles that leave little
room for reflective space. Try scheduling a
meeting with a group of our best students
and watch them pull out their Palm Pilots
and struggle to find a common free
moment.

4

their parents four or five times a day. I
remember wanting my parents to set my
things out of the station wagon on movein day, drive away quickly, and not return
until graduation. Which brings us to…
Millennials love their parents. Good
news for Mom and Dad. But bad
news for independence. Some sociologists
have suggested that Baby Boomers are
reliving their teen and college years
vicariously through their children. Parents
thus have become much more involved
with their childrens’ college educations, for
example. Most X-ers and Boomers couldn’t
imagine their parents calling a professor or
dean, yet such behavior is the norm for the
Millennial parent. As an example, almost
every phone call our office received last
summer regarding fall course scheduling
for first-year students came from parents,
not students themselves. I’m amused when
parents use the possessive “our” to refer to
a student’s schedule, as in “We received
our materials about fall term…”

6

Millennials are tech-savvy and gadget
rich. For them, the Mouse does not
refer to Disney. Information is instantaneous—
just a click away. PC’s, Palm Pilots, digital
phones, Googling, MP-3s, Wi-fi, e-mail—
they are “connected.” Remarkably, some
college students e-mail or “cell-phone”

5

Again, these descriptions are not meant to stereotype but rather to provide a sense of how
today’s Millennial college student differs from her predecessors. Indeed, she is more likely to be
a she. Women are becoming the significant majority of college students. And this she is more
likely to be non-white. The percentage of Millennials who are Asian or Hispanic is significantly
higher than for the last generation.
Understanding the Millennial generation is key to educating them. At Rollins we have
expended considerable effort to create a technologically rich, yet personally focused learning
environment conducive to the needs of this “next great generation.” With their orientation
toward achievement and the support of their elders, the Millennials have a tremendous future
ahead. It’s our job to prepare them for it, and in our post-9/11 world, never has the breadth
and focus of a liberal-arts education been so in need.
Roger Casey is dean of the faculty at Rollins College.
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PROFILES BY ANN MARIE VARGA ’82

Charles Rodgers
Professor of Theatre Arts & Dance

Silent Generation
Born between the years of 1925 and 1942, members of the Silent
Generation came of age during a period of quiet prosperity. Sometimes
called the Swing Generation, this relatively small group of Americans
exhibits “swings” in its behavior because it is caught between the two
powerful forces of the more casual Boomers and the more conservative
G.I. Generation. Silents were the earliest-marrying and earliest-babying
generation. Silent men outpaced their predecessors in educational
achievement, while women of this generation showed no gain. The Silent
Generation accounted for the 1960s surge in the “helping professions”
(teaching, medicine, ministry, government), produced virtually ever major
figure in the modern civil rights movement, and still head many of the
nation’s corporations and top positions in federal, state, and local
government. Unless economic conditions change substantially, this may
be the last generation to enjoy real affluence in their retirement years.
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Dr. Charles Rodgers nodded toward
the laptop computer behind him and
laughed heartily, “I’m absolutely the last
professor on this campus to get a
computer. People who know me will get
a kick out of that. Admittedly, I’m
technologically challenged.”
Well, technology may not be his thing,
but teaching certainly is. And after more
than three decades on the Rollins
College campus, Rodgers is perhaps one
of the best-remembered and mostasked-about professors.
Many things have changed since he
arrived on the scene in 1969. “I’ve seen
many changes physically in the mode of
dress and in hairstyles,” he said. “I’d look
out over the classroom in the ’70s and,
regardless of what sex you were, almost
everyone had long hair. I saw numerous
graduates cross the stage barefoot and
with their robes open so you could see
the so-called hippie look. That wouldn’t
happen now. People in those years were
more irreverent than they are now. That
was, after all, just one decade removed
from the ‘sex, drugs and rock ’n roll’
attitude of the ’60s.”
But Rodgers doesn’t necessarily think
students today are any smarter than they
used to be. “I taught a lot of really
intelligent people back in the ’70s and
’80s,” he recalled. “But the difference is
that I don’t think that most of them took
college as seriously as students do today.
Students now realize what the job
market is like and the necessity of an
advanced degree.”
With a double Ph.D. in theater and
communication, Rodgers has taught
courses in public speaking, film history,
and theater history over the years. “I
haven’t changed my teaching approach
that much. I teach history today the
same way I did decades ago,” he said.
“History is history. I simply revise my
notes as history moves along.”

Baby Boomers

While he hasn’t changed his
teaching style, he has observed
significant change in the way
students do research. “Their
research has evolved from books
to computers,” he explained. “I’ll
ask my students, ‘How do you
know that? What are your sources?’
Every one will say, ‘I got it from the
Internet.’ Every single one.”
Rodgers admits that he has to
be more careful today in how he
presents some of his material.
“Some of my phrases are timeworn,
and I do have to watch myself
[and historical materials] to make
sure what I say is politically correct,”
he said, recalling phrases used in
World War II newspaper headlines
that were then considered
acceptable but today are ethnically
offensive. “That’s one way that I’ve
changed. Now I think before I say
something. Or I define it beforehand
so the students understand what
I’m saying.”
Rodgers treasures his colleagues
(who “just keep getting younger”)
and absolutely loves what he does.
“It’s just ideal here. There’s nothing
I prefer to do,” he said. “If I get to
a point where I dread Monday or
the coming of August, then I’ll
know it’s time to move on. But I
can’t imagine not coming in here.
I’ll stay as long as teaching is fun...
and as long as I can remember
which classroom to go to!” ■

The single largest generation of Americans (primarily due to the post-World War II “baby
boom”), Baby Boomers were born between the years of 1943 and 1960. Most Boomers
were raised by young, stay-at-home mothers to be independent and in control of their
own destinies. This upbringing manifested itself in the anti-authoritarian counterculture
movement of the ’60s. It then translated into the “see-how-fast-I-can-get-rich
materialism” of the ’80s. In the 1990s, Boomer individualism was apparent in increased
entrepreneurialism, the self-help movement, and the rise of New Age spiritualism. The
sheer size of the Boomers generation has impacted society in many ways–from the
popularity of the mini-van and sport-utility vehicle to the overwhelming demand for
housing to the uncertainty of the future of Social Security benefits. The Boomers will
continue to impact the American culture and economy for years to come.

Wendy Brandon
Assistant Professor of Education
Wendy Brandon admits to finding much
of herself in the description of the typical
Baby Boomer.
“I was really a part of the antiauthoritarian counter-culture movement,”
recalled Brandon, who marched against
the Vietnam War while a student at the
University of Georgia in Athens.
Born in Miami, Florida, and raised by a

Pan American pilot father and a stay-athome mother to be independent and in
charge of her own destiny, she “was
expected to go to college and have a
career.” Her parents were Republican, so,
of course, she became a Democrat (and is
now a self-proclaimed Leftist). This
environmentally conscious social activist
would never drive an SUV.
➢ continued on next page
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Brandon arrived on the Rollins
campus in 1985, and she does
what she loves. “I love what I
teach. I teach about social justice
issues, which is what I grew up
doing … activism,” Brandon said.
“In my department, the students
are the kids who want to make
things better. That’s why they want
to teach. They know they’re not
going to make a lot of money. They
want to teach because they’re
really passionate about it. Most of
them want to work in urban
schools where they’ll be in classes
that have diversity. It’s cool to work
around kids like that.”
In her nearly 20 years of teaching,
Brandon has taught two generations
of students– Generation X and the
Millennials. She found GenX students
to be more inclined to “negotiate
assignments and deadlines.”
“Millennials are very obedient
and polite. I always say they
‘perform politeness,’” she said.
“They have definite likes and
dislikes, but they won’t really tell
them to you to your face. If I
give them an assignment that
seems like it’s too much, I think
they’ll rebel, but they never do.
They grumble about it when
they leave.”
Last year, there was discussion
about apathy on the Rollins

campus–and campuses around the
nation–in light of the lack of
student opposition to the War in
Iraq. Brandon, however, doesn’t
believe it is apathy. “I think this
generation really respects authority.
When you’re speaking out against
America or saying ‘Bush did this
and Bush did that’ and you’re
being critical, the way you’re
supposed to be in a democracy
and at a college, they find that
disrespectful and unnerving.”
She finds today’s students to be
very hard workers. “Grades are
everything. They ask, ‘What’s this
going to count for?’ They look
for extrinsic rewards as opposed to
intrinsic,” she said. She also believes
they prefer active learning, struggle
with large reading assignments,
and are very competitive. “They’re
very competitive with each other.
Group work is harder.”
Brandon admits she’s had a bit
more difficulty connecting with the
Millennials. “It’s really hard for me
to be an authority figure because I
want to run the class in a way
that’s more egalitarian. And they
really want an authority figure.
Since I kind of adhere to antiauthority . . . don’t trust anyone
who is an authority . . . that’s really
hard for me. I just realized that,”
she said in an epiphany. ■

The books The Official Guide to the Generations by Susan
Mitchell, as well as Generations and Millennials Rising by
William Strauss and Neil Howe, were consulted to prepare
insights into the four featured generations.
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Generation X
Members of the Thirteenth
Generation–or Generation X–were
born between 1961 and 1981. Due to
the Supreme Court’s Roe v. Wade
decision, this age group was affected
by abortion more than any other in
American history. Divorce also struck
X-ers harder than any other American
generation. The term Generation X
actually comes from the novel of the
same name by Douglas Coupland
(the story of three overeducated,
underemployed friends whose
Bohemian lifestyle and apathy was
thought to be a reflection of this
generation’s attitudes). Members of
this generation, however, don’t believe
they are apathetic or any more laid
back than the Boomers were during
their own young adulthoods. X-ers
had the misfortune of striking out on
their own during difficult economic
times. They are, therefore, cautious
and somewhat pessimistic about their
long-term economic prospects.
Employers find them more competent
in using technology but more interested
in reduced work hours than increased
salaries. In a volatile job market, X-ers
have less faith in staying in one place
for long, having seen people old
enough to have draft numbers laid off
after many years of service. This
generation is far more technologically
advanced than Boomers–the Internet
is to them what television was to their
predecessors.

Bill Boles clearly remembers attending
a junior faculty meeting early in his
Rollins career at which President Rita
Bornstein asked each of the faculty
members about their teaching and
research. “When she asked me about my
research, I said, ‘I’m not really concerned
about my future, I’m not concerned
about my research; I’m more concerned
about having the time to be at home
with my wife,’” said Boles, today the
proud father of 3-year-old, Emma. “I do
put a lot of time in with the students,
but I also want to have the time at home
with my family. And that may be
because, growing up, both of my parents
were working. There has to be a balance.”
Boles is grateful that Rollins offers that
balance. And perhaps it can because it
is a different kind of environment than
a corporation. “There’s a little more
freedom here to be able to make those
choices,” he said, “to kind of shape your
own hours.”
Good for Boles and great for Rollins.
Boles has what he considers probably
one of the 10 best dramatic literature
jobs in the country because of the
freedom Rollins offers its professors to
create different kinds of courses and still
work within their discipline. In the fall of
2002, Boles started a film studies minor
at the College, which will boast seven
graduates in 2004 and already has close
to 20 students. “Not a lot of places allow
that kind of freedom for the faculty to
develop as intellectual beings and engage
with students that way. I like that a lot.”
Boles respects his colleagues and
enjoys working with them, but he does
find a generational divide between him
and some of his Boomer contemporaries.
“I see a lot of my colleagues not trusting
authority…questioning the dean, the
provost, the president…believing that
the faculty should have more involvement
or more of a voice than it does,” he said.

Bill Boles
Associate Professor of English

“As I see it, that’s what those people are
hired to do. I don’t see where the distrust
lies. I don’t have the suspicions they have.”
And he’s beginning to notice a bit of a
divide with students. When Boles first
arrived on campus in 1995, he was 29
years old. “The seniors were 21 or 22, so
we were still in the same decade and we
shared the same kind of cultural signifiers,”
he said. “I’ve noticed in the last three
years there is becoming a gap–especially
musically. I think we’re still on the same
wavelength with regard to movies and
television (I’m completely hooked on
those reality shows), but not with what
they’re listening to.”
Boles finds the Millennials are a “go,
go, go” generation. “They can be
working on the computer, listening to
music at the same time, while e-mailing
their friends,” he said. “They don’t see
that as being a negative in terms of
quality of life. They can’t just sit down
and read a book. There has to be
something going on constantly.”

He’s also seeing a difference in cultural
references. “They’ve always had more
entertainment choices, being raised with
cable. For me, there was very little on
television growing up. I learned to live
with The Andy Griffith Show and
Sanford and Son every day.”
Boles is not sure that Millennials love
their parents any more than any other
generation does, but they definitely
communicate with them a great deal.
And the parents are very involved. “They
are actively involved in their students’
education in a variety of ways–from
micromanaging it to the larger macro
view. They ask, ‘What can this student
do? Where can she go with this degree?
What majors does she need to think
about? Here’s what she’s talked about
doing–is it even realistic?’”
A far cry from 1984, when Boles’ dad
drove him to Wake Forest, walked
around a little bit, and then was gone.
“It is much different now.” ■
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Bridging the Generation Gap

Milliennials
While a smaller generation than the Boomers,
Generation Y—more often called the
Millennials—is the result of a population burst
unlike any since the heyday of the baby
boom. Many of their parents were born in the
waning years of that first baby boom. The
Millennials were born after 1982—most to
parents who desperately wanted them—and
into a world so different from the one their
parents entered that they could be on
different planets. The changes in families, the
work force, technology, and demographics in
recent decades no doubt has affected their
attitudes. Most have mothers who work
outside the home, most have had a computer
in their home since elementary school, and
many live in single-parent homes. They are the
first generation to take the Internet for
granted–for Millennials, computers are as
basic a piece of equipment as the pencil and
paper. In addition to being technologically
adept, this generation is growing up
environmentally conscious, achievement
oriented, and more tolerant of racial and
ethnic differences than their parents were.

Cherie Ramirez ’06
2003 Rollins Goldwater Scholar

Cherie Ramirez admits she’s
motivated…actually, she says, “it runs in
the family.” Born in McLean, Virginia,
Ramirez and her family moved to Central
Florida when she was 10. In high school,
through dual enrollment, she took
courses in community college and earned
high school and college credits at the
same time. Like her older sister, Michelle
’05, she was valedictorian at her high
school in Celebration, Florida and entered
Rollins with sufficient credits to be a
junior. She believes she’ll stay at Rollins for
all four years, however, because Ramirez
definitely “wants to experience as much
during college” as she can.
A dedicated student, Ramirez is also
multi-faceted. She played the flute
when she was in elementary school
and the trumpet in high school, and
the last two semesters she took voice
and piano lessons at Rollins. While
never really an athlete, she decided to
join the Rollins crew team. “I didn’t
realize how much it took. The dedication,
the pressure from the coaches...it’s
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really incredible. It was a great life
experience.”
Ramirez prefers, however, to invest her
time in studying. “When I don’t have
time to do my school work, I become an
average student,” she said. “I don’t think
that intelligence has all that much to do
with it; it’s the ability, and the commitment,
to do the work.”
Double majoring in biochemistry and
classical studies, Ramirez exhibits that
commitment. She says she has to. “I love
learning things and being able to have
intelligent conversations,” she said. “Why
would anyone want to be bored or just
sort of float by?”
And Ramirez finds that, like most
Millennials, she depends heavily on the
computer. “How can you do an
assignment without typing it? Even for
my Latin homework, I have to have the
computer in front of me so I have the
dictionary, the thesaurus, and a
grammatical reference,” she said. “As
for research, a lot of mine is on genetics,

and since that subject matter is relatively
new, it’s difficult to find articles in the
library. I really am an Internet person.”
Two of her favorite professors, Thomas
Moore in physics, and Stephen Klemann
in biology, are Boomers, and a third,
Gretchen Meyers in Classical Studies, is
an X-er. “It doesn’t matter what
generation the professors are from,”
Ramirez said. “They all have a real
passion for their discipline.”
Ramirez is inspired by that passion. She
also says that she is a relationship person.
She can’t imagine why other students
wouldn’t want to “hang out” and connect
with their professors. “Even though it’s
important to look at the ways that being
from a certain generation affects how
people act or how they view authority, it’s
also important not to over-generalize, to
consider the person,” she observed.
So what’s next for Ramirez? “I may
‘Rush’ in the spring, just to see what it’s
like,” she said. “And I want to study
abroad…I want to do it all.”

ALUMNI OF NOTE

Rollins College is proud of its alumni, who are actively
contributing to the health, wealth, productivity, harmony,
spiritual guidance, and hope of citizens throughout the
world. To help spread the good news, each issue of the
Rollins Alumni Record features “Alumni of Note.” If you
know of any alumni who should be spotlighted, please
contact the Alumni Relations office at 1-800-799-ALUM, or
e-mail us at alumni@rollins.edu.

Lowell Mintz ’59
The next big thing ■ After graduating from Rollins with a
degree in philosophy, Lowell Mintz ’59 headed to New York,
where he found it difficult to make ends meet as a photographer.
Within a year, Mintz—eager to pay the bills—started his own
company in the emerging field of trading commodity futures on
the floor of the Commodity Exchange, Inc. (COMEX). Eighteen
years passed, and he found himself chairman of COMEX and
principal of a successful brokerage firm specializing in gold and
silver futures. By 1987, he
grew restless; tired of trading
floor mayhem, and eager for
new challenges, he left the
business.
Having been forged in
commodities work—an
international business—
Mintz focused on Eastern
Europe, wondering if
political changes there might
yield future opportunity. In
1989, he got a call from the
government of the Soviet
Socialist Republic of
Byelorussia, a Kansas-sized
chunk of the Western
U.S.S.R. near Poland. The
Academy of Sciences of Byelorussia wanted his input on a real
estate project. He declined the invitation because his wife was
pregnant with twins. “Two screaming daughters and a host of
sleepless nights later, I had a change of heart,” Mintz joked. “I
thought, maybe it’s not such a bad idea to go to Byelorussia!” So
he hopped a plane for Moscow and the night train to Minsk. Two
years later, as the Soviet Union crumbled, he formed Byelocorp
Scientific to explore joint U.S.-Belarus business collaborations and
leverage his connections there.
Today, Byelocorp—which Mintz describes as an idea company—
has birthed two successful enterprises with roots in the former
Soviet Union: QED Technologies, Inc. and Byelkamit. QED was

started in 1995 to develop an optics-finishing machine, which
utilizes an innovative smart-fluid technology. Based on research
begun in Belarus, and commercialized in a collaboration funded
by Mintz at the University of Rochester’s Center for Optics Manufacturing, the technology utilizes a slurry of magnetically controlled
fluid to provide the finish polishing to high-end specialty optics
used in computer chip production and in military applications.
QED manufactures machines that utilize this slurry to grind out
precise optics, turning a
laborious ancient art into a
fast-moving science.
Mintz’s second enterprise,
Byelkamit, involves a
company that once
manufactured submarinelaunched nuclear weapons
in Kazakhstan and now
makes pressure vessels and
containers for the oil and
petrochemicals industry.
Both of his ventures
received money from the
U.S. government. The
Nunn-Lugar Cooperative
Threat Reduction Program
provides grants to defense
conversion projects: civil and commercial projects in the former
Soviet Union that employ scientists and resources once devoted to
manufacturing weapons of mass destruction.
It satisfies Mintz to know he has made a contribution to peace.
And it satisfies him to earn the friendship of people he feared in
countries once off limits to him. But the novelty of places like
Kazakhstan is fading for Mintz, who, in his own words, “likes to
go places and work in fields that aren’t too crowded.” It’s a credo
that goes along with the “buy low; sell high” mentality of a trader;
seek out promising frontiers and get in on the ground floor. It’s a
credo Mintz has followed with one exception: New York has plenty
of aspiring photographers.—Seth Brown
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Titian Compton Austin ’80
Investing in her future • In the 15th century, an illustrious
Italian painter named Titian gained notoriety for his artwork, which
showcased his obvious predilection for redheads. The auburn and
strawberry-blonde types that must have wowed his senses appeared
in various paintings. Soon, the name Titian became synonymous
with the color red. As an art student, Titian Compton Austin’s mom
quickly opted for the name Titian when she saw her baby girl for
the first time and spied a few small wisps of red hair. “My name is
actually derived from the word ‘titian’ which is a shade of red,”
Austin explained.
The spunky redhead first stepped foot on the Rollins campus as a
14-year-old attending tennis camp and immediately felt an affinity for
the College as well as for Winter Park. Remarkably focused for a young
student, she applied only to one College, and that was Rollins. Her
two-fold goal was clear: to study business and play on the tennis team.
It was no surprise that she accomplished that goal, earning a degree in
business from Rollins and “a spot on a tennis team that was ranked in
the top five in the nation for Division I,” Austin proudly stated.
Some 20 years later, Austin is still engaged in her initial pursuits—
business and tennis. She also has taken up golf—an interest that has
grown since meeting her husband, Robert Winslow ’71 ’73MBA, at a
Rollins College Alumni Golf Tournament. Austin’s involvement with
Rollins as an alumnus began almost immediately after graduation and
has never really diminished. She has served on the Sports Hall of
Fame Committee and the Athletic Council. Additionally, both she

and her husband have been
active Alumni Board members in
past years.
Austin secured her first job
out of college after a representative from Reliance Insurance
Company came to speak to one
of her classes. At Reliance, she worked as a bond underwriter. “I
always knew I wanted to pursue a career in business. As a teenager,
I handled my dad’s corporate checkbooks for his businesses,” Austin
said. Her sights quickly were set on the financial investment arena,
and she soon found herself pursuing a career at Merrill Lynch.
As a young 20-something woman, Austin was a bit of an anomaly
in the early ’80s in what was then a predominantly a male-occupied
field. Despite obstacles, she prevailed and thrived in the world of
financial investment. “I’m still very thankful to all my initial clients
who took a chance on me, and I’m pleased to say that I still have a
good many of my original clients,” said Austin, who has made her
way to vice president at Merrill Lynch.
Although the last couple of years have been a bit turbulent for the
financial markets, Austin seems poised for bluer skies. “I’ve been in
this industry for over 20 years, and it’s fun to be a part of an everchanging field. There are always good and bad times, but what keeps
you interested is that there is always some new twist that captures the
imagination and spurs things forward.”—Zaida Rios

Bob Richardson ’68 ’71MBA
In a league of his own • Surviving
more than 30 years on the Boston
sports scene as the newspaper
business has evolved from primitive
hot metal typography to electronic
publishing has been no small
accomplishment for Bob Richardson
’68 ’71MBA. As sports copy editor
for the Boston Globe, which has a circulation of more than 500,000 daily
and more than 900,000 on Sundays, Richardson works with a team
that covers dozens of major league and college sports throughout New
England and around the nation.
Richardson makes critical decisions daily on what will appear in the
sports section of the paper. One of his toughest moments came at the
end of the 1986 World Series. “We had plates on the press celebrating
Boston’s victory, then had to shift gears in an instant to chronicle the
region’s crushing defeat,” he recalled.
Throughout both his undergraduate and graduate careers at Rollins,
Richardson’s life revolved around sports. He was the “behind-the-scenes”
man, traveling with every team as the sports information director for six
years, and as an announcer and statistician for the basketball, baseball,
and soccer teams for five years. He also wrote, edited, and laid out sports
stories for The Sandspur and served as a DJ and sports reporter for
WPRK. He credits these experiences with teaching him how to
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maintain impartiality and objectivity despite being emotionally involved
with a team—a “skill that still serves me well,” he said.
The countless hours he committed to assisting with athletics at
Rollins earned Richardson a permanent position in Rollins’ Sports
Hall of Fame in 1983. He was the first of one of only a handful of
non-athletes who’ve been bestowed this honor. “My membership in the
Rollins’ Sports Hall of Fame is something I am most proud of because I
feel I am representative of the countless behind-the-scenes people who
make Rollins athletics special.”
Richardson’s love for sports extended beyond Rollins during his
college years. He was an official scorer for the Cape Cod Baseball
League for several summers, which led to his first job after college with
the Boston Herald Traveler, now the Boston Herald.
While he loves the daily routine of sports editing, Richardson is
most gratified by the resulting chronicling of information. “Twenty
years from now, people will look to newspaper to find out what
happened,” he said. For the past 30 years, he has been a member of the
Society for American Baseball Research and has worked on many
projects related to 19th-century baseball as well as biographical
research. His current project, which he hopes to translate into a book
after he retires, is researching the history of minor league baseball in
New England from 1885 until 1915. Richardson also has a passion for
sports memorabilia, particularly early baseball photographs and cards.
—Suzanne Beranek

Iara Peng ’98
In pursuit of democracy • Growing
up, Iara Peng ’98 often wondered
what she had in common with her
father, who, like his father before him,
was a chemical engineer. But Peng
wasn’t drawn to chemistry or business.
And, unlike her predecessors, she was
born and raised in the United States.
Her grandfather had fled China in 1949 as the communists came to
power and taken his family to Brazil. Her father, in 1974, had moved his
family to the U.S. to escape the military junta ruling Brazil. It wasn’t until
her senior year at Rollins that Peng realized both men shared another
passion: democracy. Both had uprooted their lives and their families,
learned new languages, and sacrificed prestige for the pursuit of freedom.
“In my senior seminar with politics professor Rick Foglesong, I
fell in love with the idea that ordinary Americans have power—that
their opinions matter,” Peng explained. “Now we just have to fill our
government in on that little secret.” After Rollins, Peng began doing
just that: She went to work for two firms that assayed public
opinion through surveys and focus groups then presented their
findings to the White House, Congressional committees, and state
and local agencies. Her motives were non-partisan—she wasn’t
interested in steering the national conversation on education,
health care, or the death penalty in a political direction. Rather,

she sought to ensure the public’s voice was heard in all its complexity.
Then, in 2001, Peng went back to school for her master’s degree in
public administration at Columbia. She graduated in May and went
to work on a book. As lead researcher for Why Freedom Matters
(Workman, 2003), Peng culled down thousands of poems, essays,
speeches, and songs into an anthology that explores the themes of life,
liberty, and the pursuit of happiness. The book has forewords from
former U.S. Presidents Ford and Carter, and copies of it travel with an
original copy of the Declaration of Independence as part of Norman
Lear’s Declaration of Independence Road Trip. Peng hopes the book
will inspire people to take part in the political life of this country. For
her own part, she has thrown herself into the non-profit world, working
with four organizations (one of which she founded) and serving on the
boards of two others. For Peng, each non-profit constitutes a nerve
center that connects a group of potentially disenfranchised citizens to
our democracy.
“Most non-profits start with an individual’s dream or vision, but
in order to survive, they need help giving that vision a framework—
developing a business plan, finding facilities, raising money,” she
explained. “Where there’s a need, I fill it.” With more than 18,000
non-profits in New York City, she has her work cut out for her. But
while she’s holding down multiple jobs solving problems for non-profits,
she keeps an eye out for the number-one problem afflicting the
industry: burnout.—Seth Brown

Lucy Cook Gordon ’72
Raising awareness • When you think of the color pink, you might
imagine a bouncy baby girl, a fabulous pink cashmere cardigan, or a
not-so-shy azalea blooming at the advent of spring. But the color pink
has come to signify so much more. A simple pink ribbon, though small
in size, holds the promise of something incredibly huge. It symbolizes
strength, survival, and hopefully, one day, a cure for breast cancer.
Like so many women, when Lucy Cook Gordon was first
diagnosed with breast cancer nearly six years ago, she was daunted by
the immediate shock, which was soon precipitated by fear. “I had
recently retired as an educator, having spent 23 years in the Orange
County school system, and was ready to enjoy my new life—it was a
real wakeup call,” Gordon explained. Her fear was quelled by an
amazing support system that enabled her to endure a mastectomy,
reconstructive surgery, and her subsequent journey to recovery.
“What I discovered was that I was not alone—I received so much
support from the doctors, nurses, and fellow breast cancer patients
and survivors. I witnessed a lot of people going through the worst
circumstances with the most upbeat attitudes.”
Her life-affirming experience at the M.D. Anderson Cancer Center
Orlando fueled her need to create a network that would give hope and
inspiration to others who would be going through the very same
experience. With the help of Dr. Buck Brown of the M.D. Anderson
Cancer Center, Gordon launched the “You and Me” program, which
pairs newly diagnosed women with a buddy or mentor of the same age
or similar diagnosis. The program has paired countless women together

and illuminates the gift of empathy
that is present in those who have
undergone adversity. Gordon is also
an active member of a sports fundraising organization called Women
Playing for T.I.M.E. (Technology,
Immediate Diagnosis, Mammography and Education). As a tennis buff,
she poured her energies into organizing a tennis tournament fund raiser.
“Rollins’ athletic director Phil Roach was kind enough to donate the use
of the Rollins tennis courts, and we recently held the final play-off of a
10-club tennis tournament there,” Gordon said. The tournament raised
$23,000 for breast cancer screening and education.
A consummate go-getter, the Memphis native applied her skills as
a former educator to devise a cancer awareness campaign for Rollins
College students. “Exams for Life” debuted in the spring of 1998 in
all Rollins College health classes. “I didn’t want to exclude the male
students,” Gordon said, “so we had two young people come in to tell
their stories—a 29-year-old female breast cancer survivor and a 20year-old male testicular cancer survivor. We also had nurses come in
with models of a breast and a testicular model so students could
learn the basics of self-examination.” The curriculum has become so
successful that discussions are under way regarding putting it on
CD ROM to send to other colleges. Early detection not only saved
Gordon’s life, but changed it forever. “Exams for Life” and the “You
and Me” programs are a testament to that.—Zaida Rios
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THE ROLLINS ALUMNI ASSOCIATION HAS A VISION:

MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT
As President Rita Bornstein prepares to
pass the baton to a new, yet unknown (as of
this writing) successor, the College has never
been in better shape. The quality of our
faculty and students, the regional and
national recognition shaping our reputation,
and the financial condition of the College
have each contributed to preparing Rollins
for its ascension to the “next level.”
The Alumni Association is proud to have
been an active participant in this mission. Dr.
Bornstein has been a strong supporter of our
Association, and we are privileged to have
had the opportunity to work in concert with
her commitment to excellence, innovation,
and community. In the coming year, we look
forward to celebrating President Bornstein’s
outstanding tenure while we set the stage to
welcome a new leader.
The Association’s year kicked off with
Renaissance Weekend, January 30-31,
2004. This was the inaugural rollout of what
promises to be an annual event designed to
bring alumni back to campus for a stimulating
weekend of intellectual exchange with our
former professors and their new colleagues.
Returning alumni witnessed firsthand why
the faculty of Rollins is held in such high
regard, and our “old” professors had the
unique opportunity to see if any of us had
learned anything in the real world. Special
thanks to Roger Casey, dean of the faculty,
and Mike Peterson ’75, first vice president of
our Alumni Board, for their tireless efforts in
developing and planning this popular event.
It is essential that all alumni mark their
calendars for a return to campus for Reunion
2004, March 26-28. As most of you know,
Reunion 2003 was modified to accommodate
a much smaller returning group of alumni due
to the war in Iraq, which broke out the week
before Reunion was scheduled to occur.
Accordingly, this year’s Reunion has been
organized to include some of last year’s
planned activities coupled with a new and
expanded program for 2004. Make sure you
take advantage of this wonderful opportunity
to reconnect with your alma mater and your
former classmates.
Finally, stay tuned for the exciting ceremonies
and receptions currently being planned for this
year of transition. While Rollins is a better place
thanks to Rita Bornstein, and while hers will be
a tough act for anyone to follow, we are poised
to attract and welcome what promises to be an
energetic and dynamic successor…someone
lucky to be named the next president of Rollins
College.
Blair D. Neller ’74, President
Rollins College Alumni Association
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Reunion Weekend 2004
March 26-28
Reunion is your Gateway to Rollins’ Past, Present, and Future.
Relive the nostalgia and camaraderie of bygone days and catch up with old
friends at Rollins Reunion 2004. Reunion weekend is a welcome invitation for all alumni
to return to campus to remember their wonderful Rollins experience.
Reunion 2004 will be the largest class anniversary celebration in the history of Rollins.
Make plans to join the classes of 1934, 1944, 1954, 1963, 1964, 1973, 1974, 1978, 1979,
1983, 1984, 1993, 1994, 1998, and 1999 for a weekend filled with fun and festivities on
the Rollins campus. Highlights include the Grove Party, All-Alumni Kick-off Reception,
Lakeside Barbecue, Class Parties, Prexy Breakfast, and Alumni Chapel Service.
Mark your calendars for this historic weekend with family, friends, and classmates.
This will be one Reunion you won’t want to miss! See you in March!

1934

1944

1963

1993

1998 1983

1954
1978

1973

Lantern indicates your class is celebrating a special
Reunion during Reunion 2004, March 26-28.

CLASS NEWS

Class News Editor: Robin Cusimano
Vivien Skinner Grant’s father
attended Rollins in 1907-08.
A former radio scriptwriter for
Young & Rubicam, Inc., Vivien
is retired and lives in Dunedin, FL.

’34
’35

Walter Kimble was organist
at the First Congregational
Church in Winter Park for
36 years before retiring to
the Winter Park Towers. Kathleen
Shepherd Pifer visited her sister,
Dorothy Shepherd Smith ’33, at The
Mayflower Retirement Community in
Winter Park in November.
Baron Bernhard Dominik
“Niki” Hauser was hired by
IBM after graduating from
Rollins. He invites classmates
traveling to Austria, Germany, or the
Netherlands, “who at least vaguely
remember” him, to write to him so that
he can welcome them to his home in
Düsseldorf or Grundlsee near Salzburg.
Jean Astrup Blanche is happy to have
three great-grandchildren. In April, the
entire family, including her son, Gene
Faubel ’64, and daughter-in-law,
Marion Justice Faubel ’64, will travel to
Disney World and then take the Disney
cruise.

’36

’37
’41

Dorothy Manwaring
Huber is semi-retired and
lives at Sandhill Cove in
Palm City, FL.

John Buckwalter III recently
returned from a six-week trip
to New Zealand, Tasmania,
and Australia. He was pleased
to have the opportunity to see Rollins
friends Barbara Brown Shea ’43 and
Jim Niver ’43, and to talk to Richard
Sewell ’44. Norine Bills is enjoying a
busy retirement. She is active with her
church, volunteers for Central Florida
Helpline, visits a nursing home, and
visits her daughters in Texas, Wisconsin,
and Pennsylvania. She has five children,
14 grandchildren, two granddaughtersin-law, and one great-grandchild, David
Anthony Bills, born in December.

INDICATES CLASS REUNION

Alice Henry Acree, who
taught women’s physical
education at Rollins during
the 1940s and later worked in
real estate with the Winter Park Land
Company, is now retired. After living in
the Florida Keys for 40 years, Dorothy
Robinson Buzinec has moved to the
small town of Sebring, FL. She visits
her cotton farm in Arkansas once a year
and stays busy with travel and other
activities. She sends best wishes to her
college friends.
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record for the most United States Tennis
Association National Senior titles and
Senior Grand Slam titles. Dorothy
Siegle O’Mara writes, “It seems like it
was yesterday that I was attending
Rollins. The journey from then to now
has been wonderful, with the exception
of the death three years ago of my
husband of over 55 years.” Dorothy
spent the holidays with her four sons,
one daughter, and some of her six grandchildren and seven great-grandchildren.

HAVE YOU VISITED THE
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION WEB
SITE LATELY?

Glenn Barrington has
retired after serving 16 years
on the Hillsborough School
Board, according to the St.
Petersburg Times. Nancy Neide
Johnson saw Penny Drinkwater Self
and her two daughters in London in
June and spent September in Germany
taking care of her four granddaughters
while her daughter recovered from
surgery. Her son-in-law is deployed to
Baghdad for a year. Vincent J.
“Whip” Covello writes, “The past
year has been good to me and my
family. Like World War II vets, my
class’s numbers are thinning. I hope to
make my 55th Reunion. I faithfully
follow the news about Rollins and
would love to hear from any of my
classmates.”

’50

The Georgia Music Teachers
Association, an association of
about 750 teachers throughout the state, selected
Jeannine Romer Morrison to receive its
2003 Teacher of the Year Award. She
also will be Georgia’s nominee for the
Music Teachers National Association
Teacher of the Year Award. Jeannine’s
son Alan is artist-in-residence for organ
and piano at Rollins. Jeannine and
Joanne Byrd Rogers ’50 continue to
perform as duo-pianists and recently
performed in New York City. Joanne’s
nephew, Dan Crozier, is also on the
music faculty at Rollins. William “Bill”
Bazley has two children who have
attended Rollins and hopes one or more
of his nine grandchildren will attend. Bill
is proud of Rollins’ accomplishments
and its commitment to sending students
out into the world well prepared. He
and his wife, Doris, spend six months of
the year in Naples, FL near their son Bill
and his family. Francis and Ginger
Butler Natolis ’50 celebrated their 50th
wedding anniversary in August with a
party on the vintage sternwheeler Becky
Thatcher in Marietta, GA. Their guests
enjoyed looking at their Rollins photo
album, yearbooks, and other photos of
their early days together. Betty Rowland
Probasco was profiled in The Tennessean
as one of its great living sports legends
with Tennessee ties.

’51

Go to www.rollins.edu/alumni and you can access
the On-line Alumni Business Directory, Alumni
E-mail Directory, FOXflash e-newsletter,
Update Your Info form, event photos, and more…

Lucille Jones Halifax writes,
“At age 82 and in excellent
health, I’m very content, living
a relaxed life with family and
friends nearby. Frequently, I think
nostalgically about how very much my
time at Rollins added to my life. Thank
you, Rollins.” An acrylic painting by
Ella Parshall Stevens was featured in the
November issue of Watercolor Magic
Magazine. In response to a challenge for
artists to compose a painting while
listening to their favorite music, Ella
created a winning portrait of jazz.
Edward Jones is a retired Air Force
colonel living in a retirement center near
Las Vegas. He has four children and 10
grandchildren.
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Dorothy “Dodo” Bundy
Cheney has been named to
the 2004 International Tennis
Hall of Fame Induction Ballot,
along with Sweden’s Stefan Edberg and
Germany’s Steffi Graf. Dodo holds the

’45

Betty McCauslin Rex
Soubricas ’65MAT has
moved from the foothills of
the Blue Ridge Mountains
to a retirement village in Gettysburg,
PA. While downsizing from her
house to a cottage was difficult, she
enjoys the activities at the village and
is happy to have a Phi Mu alumna as
a next-door neighbor.

’46

Betty “Becky” Hill Buckley
is historian for Wheat Ridge
Woman’s Club and garden
keeper for St. James Episcopal
Church. She led an outreach campaign
at the church to provide a motorbike for
a parish in Malawi, Africa, so the priest
could visit the 10 outlying stations in an
almost roadless area.

’47

’48

After recently having a
pacemaker installed, Ivor D.
Groves reports that he is
“getting along fine.”
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KERMIT DELL ’45 ■ STILL IN HIS GLORY
Ah, the Glory Days.
An era when Rollins football was at
the top of its game—conquering the likes
of the University of Tampa, the University
of Delaware, and even the Miami

Hurricanes and the Florida Gators.
Legendary Rollins coach Jack McDowall
added ammunition to the winning team in 1941
when he recruited Kermit Dell, a star football
player from Pahokee (FL) High School, offering
him a football scholarship.
Unfortunately, the Glory Days were
short-lived for Dell, who enterd Rollins just a
year before the sport was suspended due to a
manpower shortage created by the World War
II draft. But Dell, who was not drafted due to an
eye problem, admits he was still in his glory.
“Suddenly, a campus of about 750 students
dropped to 350—and 300 of them were
women!” he said with a mischievous twinkle in
his eye.
Despite their brevity, Dell’s football days at
Rollins left him with many fond memories. “As
part of our scholarship package, the team had
to wait tables. Back in those days, the guys
dressed for dinner in coats and ties and the
women wore formal dresses. I remember once
when one of the guys spilled a tray of food on a
group of sorority girls. They weren’t too happy!”
A psychology major, Dell was very active in
College life. In addition to playing varsity
football, he was a member of the Student
Council, the Discipline Committee, the Building
Committee, the Orientation Week Committee,
R-Club, and his treasured X-Club fraternity. He
was a recipient of the Algernon Sydney
Sullivan Award and, the year he graduated,
was listed in Who’s Who in American College
and Universities.
Dell loves recounting stories of his Rollins
days, including many afternoons spent driving
President Hamilton Holt around East
Orlando—“so he could get away into the
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country” —and weekends
spent chaperoning Rollins
students at the College’s New
Smyrna Beach property, The
Pelican. “Everything was so
good at Rollins,” said Dell,
who ended up marrying his
college sweetheart, Judith
Braley ’48 (now deceased).
“I didn’t want to go home
when I graduated!”
After Rollins, Dell launched
a career as a physical
education teacher and football
and basketball coach,
beginning at Winter Park High
School and moving on to
several other Florida high
schools. Finding it difficult to
support his family on a
teacher’s income, the son of
a farmer decided to go back to his roots. He
purchased 15 acres in South Florida and
started Dell Farms, which produced a variety of
vegetables and trees and eventually grew to
more than 3,000 acres. With one of the largest
string-bean-producing farms in South Florida
(the farm once produced 200 tons of string
beans in a day), Dell was dubbed “The String
Bean King” by his friends.
Before retiring, Dell converted a portion of
his land into a successful ornamental tree farm.
Today, he and Lucille, his wife of 15 years, focus
on the beautiful rose bushes and trees that
surround their home. Dell enjoys visiting, rather
than managing, the farming operations, and he
still has access to some of the best vegetables
in the state. His friends at Rollins are regular
recipients of delicious tomatoes and peppers.
Dell has stayed connected to his alma
mater in many other ways. He has regularly
attended reunions and regional events and is
a generous scholarship donor through The
Rollins Fund. “Rollins was so good to
me…Staying connected to the College has
been very important to me,” he said.
Rollins is just one of many organizations
Dell supports. He has served on the board of
the Lake Worth Drainage district for 22 years, is
former director and a lifetime member of the
Palm Beach County Farm Bureau, and served
on the State of Florida Seed Certification
Committee for 20 years. A staunch Republican,
he is a lifetime member of the Republican
National Committee, and on his office wall
hangs a plaque signed by six U.S. Presidents
honoring him as a member of the Eisenhower
Commission.
—Mary Wismar-Davis ’76 ’80MBA

Don and Iris Frye Work ’54
are the proud grandparents of
Jennifer, 26, and Jeffrey, 24,
and have one greatgrandchild, Kaylee Alise, 8 months.

’52
’53

Howard Richards shared the
unfortunate news that he
was blinded in a bad
operation two and half years
ago. He is pleased to report that his
CD of light symphonic music,
Howard Richards MMC2115, was
released in December 2002 and is
available at mmcrecordings.com,
www.uncommonlyClassical.com, or by
calling 1-800-752-1951.
Jane Hunsicker Marcum
hopes to attend her 50th
Reunion. She is very busy
leading Post Polio Network of
Hawaii. She enjoys trips to the San
Francisco area to see her grandchildren
and recently cruised from Honolulu to
New Zealand, all in a wheelchair.
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Nancy Corse Reed was
selected for the 2003 U.S.
Women’s 70 Tennis Team,
which competed at the Althea
Gibson Cup tennis competition in
Antalya, Turkey, in October. Nancy also
was the winner of the 2003 National
Grass Court championships in singles
and reached the doubles finals there.
Barbara Neal Ziems retired from the
CIA last year and moved across the
country to Benicia, CA, which she
describes as “a haven of peace in a crazy
state.” She has two daughters who live
nearby, and she gets to see her grandsons
more often. Barbara would like to hear
from other alumni in the San Francisco
Bay area. Carol Farquharson Ruff
celebrated her 70th birthday with her
children and grandchildren at the
Grand Canyon
in October.
She topped off
the celebration
the following
weekend with Jane Swicegood Elins in
Tucson (above), reminiscing about their
days in Pinehurst in 1951. Bruce
Remsburg, Bill Cost and wife Mary
Lou, and Jim Bocook (below) enjoyed a
nice visit and dinner at Bruce’s home
and “club” in Grandfather Mountain,
NC in October 2003.
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Geraldine Knapp Nardi
welcomed another grandchild
when daughter Angela Nardi
Quigley ’86 gave birth to
her fifth child (see Family Additions).
R. David and Linda Wissing King ’60
have enjoyed traveling since David sold
his CPA practice in January 2000. They
are the proud grandparents of two
grandchildren under the age of 3.Norm
Gross sent in the photo below of himself
with daughter Kristin Gross Black ’87.

’56

Elias Taylor (see Weddings)
and his wife, Maureen, have a
new Colonial-style home in
Annapolis, MD. Rachel
Reed Coder Matthews is a widow for
the second time. Her son, who is an
artist, graduated from college in
December. Rachel maintains a
successful private practice as a
psychotherapist and has many friends.
She cherishes her memories of the
happy times she enjoyed at Rollins.
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Ada Horton Prill was elected
to the board of vice presidents
of the American Philatelic
Society. She teaches an
Internet/correspondence course in basic
stamp collecting for the organization

’64

Warren Lewis has been
retired since 1991. Irene
Drake Callaway enjoyed
hearing from Marie Saute
Scharfetter, who now lives in
California. Preston and Phyllis
Lockwood Hull ’56 appreciate the
friends who kept in touch with jokes,
notes, and good wishes as Pres recovered
from the stroke he suffered in June
2002. Phyllis reports that Pres is doing
well, walks with a walker, and has good
balance. In August 2000, Vicente
Antonetti was elected fellow of the
College of Labor and Employment
Lawyers, Inc. and fellow of the
American Bar Foundation.

’57

Lynne Thomas Kaelber was
inducted into the New Mexico
Energy Hall of Fame in 2002.
She was the first woman to
receive this honor.

’58
’60

After 35 years of living in the
same house, Carol Sitton
Kehm and her husband,
Walter, have a farm in the
Guelph, Ontario area and a condominium on the Toronto waterfront. They
frequently visit their sons, who live in
Maine and Massachusetts, and two
years ago, they took a six-month trip
through Australia and New Zealand.
Phyllis Zatlin still teaches Spanish
literature and translation at Rutgers,
The State University of New Jersey, but
enjoyed her sabbatical last spring so
much that she is beginning to think of
retirement. Her husband, George Kelly,
joined her as she traveled to Spain, the
United Kingdom, and France, where
she did research on theatrical translation
for a forthcoming book.
INDICATES CLASS REUNION

coordinator for CharlotteMecklenburg Schools.
Helena “Pokey” Walker
Talbot, who owns Talbot and
Company Realtors, an
independent real estate
brokerage firm in the historic district of
Leesburg, VA, served as president of the
800-member Dulles Association of
Realtors for 2003.

’67

Anthony LeVecchio ’69MBA
has been appointed to the
board of directors of
Microtune, Inc. and will serve
as chairman of its audit committee. Tony
is owner of The James Group, a businessconsulting firm that advises CEOs in the

’68

INTERESTED IN NETWORKING

Jr., plans to marry Jane Corsiglia in
August—“Now there will be two David
and Jane Bockels!” Jane would love to
hear from D.C.-area alumni.
Kenneth Kahn reports that
his book, Secret Judgment: How
the U.S. Government Illegally
Executed Julius and Ethel
Rosenberg, was accepted for publication
by 1stBooks.com and will be available in
25,000 bookstores worldwide.

’70

After 25 years in the champagne
business (Moet & Chandon),
Richard John Pellaton has
created a company that imports
the purest water in the world. He writes,
“Voss water is in demand throughout the
world, and my friends are amazed that I
have gone from ‘wine to water.’”

’71

WITH OTHER
ROLLINS ALUMNI?

Kenn Wynne and his wife,
Allyson, moved from Vero
Beach, FL to Chatham, MA
two years ago. Kenn is
owner/director of the Wynne/Falconer
Gallery, which represents contemporary
artists with an eclectic mix ranging from
realism to abstract.

Visit the On-line Alumni Business Directory at

Sandra Dick Chase moved to
a new home in July. Ronald
and Mary Ann Geiger Soldo
’74 sold their Philadelphiabased business at the end of 2002 and
now are running their other business,
Olympic Horticultural Products, from
their eight-month-per-year home in
Hilton Head Island, SC. They spend the
other four months of the year in the
Philadelphia area. Linda Buttrey Stewart
moved to Longboat Key last summer
after being smitten with the place during
a trip there to visit her Rollins roommate
Patty Knight Davis ’72—who is now
Linda’s next-door neighbor.

www.rollins.edu/alumni/directories
and add your name to the list.

and writes a thrice-yearly column for
their journal, The American Philatelist.
One of her articles led to a June
meeting with the 98-year-old
granddaughter of Alexander Graham
Bell. H. Arthur “Art” Cornell and his
wife, Marcia, live in Hilton Head
Island, SC. Art recently published his
third poetry book, In the Wind, which
also incorporates his photography. His
works are displayed at art galleries
throughout the Low Country, and one
of his works was selected for a National
Juried Art Show in 2003. Jane Faxon
Welch is looking forward to seeing her
classmates and Kappa Kappa Gamma
sisters at her 40th Rollins reunion in May.

high-tech industry. Jean C. Fletcher was
selected by the Federation of Houston
Professional Women to receive a 2003
Women of Excellence award. An
information technology professional, Jean
currently works for Lason, Inc., a
company that provides imaging services
for large mailings. She also is active in
community theater. Laurinda “Lauri”
Reger Griffith is the supervisory social
worker at the Fleet and Family Support
Center at the Mayport, FL Naval Air
Station and lives in a condo on the beach.
Her husband, Clint, works as a financial
manager at the Naval Air Station in
Jacksonville, FL, and their son, Adam,
attends the University of North Florida.

Emily Klamer McCutchan
still works full time as a
marriage and family therapist
in California. Emily and her
husband, J. Allen McCutchan, MD,
share interest in providing care and
research related to HIV infection.
Emily has two grandsons. Barbara
Bissell is the elementary mathematics

After retiring from the Army
Reserve in June, Jane
Carrison Bockel’s husband,
David was offered the position
of director of Army Affairs for the Reserve
Officers Association in Washington,
D.C. So, after 32 years in Atlanta, the
couple sold their advertising agency and
moved to Fairfax, VA. Their son, David,

’65

’69

’72

’73

’74
’76

Lee Morris Birdsong’s son
Jon is a freshman at Rollins
this year.

Melissa Morris Mishoe
appreciated the article about
Fred Rogers ’51 in the
Summer 2003 Rollins
Alumni Record and writes, “I enjoyed
hearing him speak in the chapel during a
Reunion weekend and meeting him. He
seemed as genuine as on television. An
era has passed.” Melissa’s daughter
graduates from Agnes Scott in 2004. Her
son is a freshman at Valencia. Rollins
Alumni Record editor Mary Wetzel
Wismar Davis ’80MBA reports that her
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son Whit is a sophomore at Rollins and
son David is taking evening classes at the
College’s Hamilton Holt School.

writes, “Despite my wife’s death, my life
is good. My children are doing well and
cannot wait to go to Rollins.”

Catharine Pixley McLaury
still loves living in Paris and
invites friends visiting the
area to contact her if they
need a tour guide (pixley@free.fr).
Caroline Jogerst Sabin reports that
her son Colin is a junior, theater major
at Rollins and enjoys performing in a
wide array of plays. While visiting their
daughter, Megan, at American University, Ephraim Helton and his wife,
Linda, spent a weekend with John G.
Davis ’78 and his wife, Ann, at their
home in Chevy Chase, MD. They also
had dinner with Sandy Gordon ’75
and his wife, Gloria. He writes, “It was
wonderful spending time with good
friends reminiscing about our days at
Mayflower Hall.” Kathy Daniel
reports that the U.S. DOT/EPA Web
site she oversees, www.italladdsup.gov,
received a Standard of Excellence
Award from the Web Marketing
Association. Kathy’s son, Andrew, is 6
years old and doing well in first grade.
When Central Florida landmark
Cypress Gardens closed its doors for
the last time in April, 2003, Will
Graves ’77 ’78MBA began a mission
to “save the national treasure from
certain destruction by developers.”
Graves created an organization called
Friends of Cypress Gardens, aimed at
preserving the historic property
previously reserved for 8,000 plant
species from 90 countries. The
organization, which has already saved
from development more than 142
acres, has members in all 50 states and a
number of foreign countries.

Thomas Mazzei and his
family moved to their new
home in Northern Virginia in
November. Philip Lutz has
three children: Natalie, 10, Victoria, 8, and
Philip Jr., 2. Susan “Scuppy” Godon
Kern is sorry she will miss this year’s
reunion—she, husband Jeff, and children

’77

After a year of wonderful real
estate investment opportunities, David Bass decided to
focus on his creative side,
playing the role of Atticus Finch in To
Kill a Mockingbird at a local playhouse in
Central Florida. He is looking forward to
seeing former classmates at his 25th
Reunion in March. Todd Munson
’79MBA moved to Cincinnati in 2000
as regional president of Bank One. He
has run into Bruce Howland ’76, John
Steele ’75, and Thane Maynard ’76
and sends “thanks” to Clay Biddinger
’77 for his support of Rollins and its
soccer program. All three of Todd’s
children are in college, and his oldest son,
Ben, is a graduate student at the
Crummer School. Last summer, Todd
and his daughter took a two-week bike
trip in Alaska. Alvin “Tod” Griffith

’78
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’79

Clayton, 17, Mackenzie, 11, and Paget, 8,
will be skiing in Whistler, Canada (above).

’80

Leslie Lloyd Renz, Tracy
Pickett McCalmont ’79,
Bonne Brooks Gurzenda,
Lisa Strauss Prince ’81,

new family with two very active, teenage
stepsons. Her husband is a property
manager and an ordained minister. Mary
works as a paralegal and office manager
and assists her husband with weddings
and receptions on the weekends. She
continues to play piano and organ and has
taken classes in cello and flute.
William Ray recently passed
the AICP (American Institute
of Certified Planners) exam.
This certification acknowledges the educational and professional
experience required to practice as a
professional land use planner. His
employer, LDC Design Group, recently
opened an office in Clermont to serve
the Central Florida market. Sherard
Tatum received the 2003 Community
Service Award from the American
Academy of Facial Plastic and
Reconstructive Surgery at the organization’s annual national meeting. He
received the award for providing pro
bono reconstructive surgery to needy

’81

REUNION MIXER
COCKTAIL RECEPTION AND BUFFET
25TH ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION
for the Classes of 1978 and 1979

Also honoring the Classes of
1963, 1964, 1973, 1974, 1983 and 1984
Saturday, March 27, 2004
7:00 PM
Woman’s Club of Winter Park
Valerie Wieand Ramzi, and Amanda
Miner Davison ’82 (below) met for a
Theta luncheon reunion in Dallas and

children with facial deformities in other
countries such as China, Russia,
Ecuador, El Salvador, and Vietnam.
Tracey Dorfmann lives in Maryland,
where she is director of interfaith
outreach at the JCC of Greater
Washington. She leads a fulfilling life and
is constantly astounded by the beauty
and grace of her 8-year-old daughter.

spent the weekend reminiscing about old
times. They invite other Theta classmates
to join them next time. William Muscara
returned to New York in 1997 after eight
years in Los Angeles. He has been in touch
with Dave Herbster, Camp Douglass,
Rick Young, and Mark Xenakis and
would love to hear from other former
classmates. Mary Ramsay McInnis has a

Laney Pitt Sproat and her
family have left the cold
Maine winters behind and
moved to St. Petersburg, FL.
Laney has a son at Rollins and would
love to hear from former classmates.
Bobbi Critchfield Teller and her
husband, Scott, have three children in
college. Greta is a sophomore at Boston

’82

University. Cara is a freshman at Virginia
Tech, and Cayla is a freshman at Rollins.
Cayla is playing soccer and seems very
happy, and Bobbi is thrilled to have her
at Rollins. Bill Leavengood’s play,
Special, was featured in a showcase of
stories about Floridians at the American
Stage in St. Petersburg in August,
according to the Tampa Tribune. The
play is about Mary Tilford, a special
education teacher who helped mentally
disabled teenagers by putting them in
theater productions. Lisa Balz Mills is
the English resource teacher in a French
immersion elementary school and is a
member of Delta Kappa Gamma, a
women’s education sorority. Lisa
Gonzalez Lemons reports that her son,
Jason, is attending Eckerd College in St.
Petersburg, FL.
Carolyn Van BergenRylander enjoyed a fun
evening with Kay Freeman
Warfield in Washington, DC
last February. After living in Brasilia,
Brazil for almost five years, Deborah
Morcott has moved back to the states
and opened her own interior design firm
in the Savannah/Hilton Head region.
She writes, “Thanks to the Alumni
Directory, I have been getting back in
touch with a few of my friends from
Rollins!” Fred Weaver works at
Oppenheimer and lives in New York
City with his wife, Kirsten. He was
pleased to report that on August 9, 2003,
he made a hole-in-one at Centennial
Golf Course in Carmel, NY.
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Since completing the Ironman
Triathlon in Hawaii, Scott
Rosner has focused his
energies on long distance
swimming. In August, he participated in
the 15-mile “Swim Across Long Island
Sound” as part of a relay team. The event
raised over $2.5 million for cancer
research. Scott’s son, Jake, 11, is in sixth
grade and plays baseball and ice hockey.
They met Justin Sherrod ’00 of the
Portland Sea Dogs at a recent game in
New Haven, CT. Patricia “Pat” Mergo
has two children, Casey, 4, and Kaitlyn, 2.
John Eggert (see Weddings) and his wife,
Melissa, live in Warren, MI. Jim Ramsey
’84 created and co-wrote Serious Slowpitch
Softball, an
advanced
instructional
book aimed at
experienced
players who want
to play better.
Jim proudly
donated a signed
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copy of the book to the Olin Library. The
first book of its type for slowpitch softball,
the book can be seen at www.softballbook.com. Steven Bell is a general
practice attorney in Kissimmee, FL. He
has written a book titled Running with
Success and is looking for a sponsor to assist
in its publication. Steven’s late father,
Martin C. Bell, taught at the Crummer
School and was director of its executive
MBA program. Steven writes, “What you
do with your education is pretty much up
to you. I recommend staying in touch and
networking to achieve your potential.”
Sara Kettler Friend (see
Family Additions) has moved
to New Jersey. Bill Faunce
and his wife, Stephanie, have
packed up the family and relocated from
Chicago to Steamboat Springs, CO,
where they are enjoying life to the fullest
with their 9-month-old son, Thomas,
and dog, Boomer.
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Jo Ann Gratz Gallardo has
lived in Arizona for the past
three years. She is “at home”
now and taking a break from
teaching. She would love to hear from
her Phi Mu sisters. Eilam Isaak is a
partner in the law firm of Isaak & Zwirn,
where he practices exclusively in the area
of DUI defense. Ryan J. Flanigan (see
Weddings) and his wife, Amanda, live in
Hollis, NH and recently finished
building a barn for their two thoroughbred horses. The horses, Scholar and
Chance, will be competing in various
three-phase events in the 2004 season.
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Gregg Kaye (see Weddings) is
the assistant commissioner of
the Sunshine State Conference,
and his wife, Christa, is the
senior woman administrator/sports
information director at Florida Tech.
Thomas McDonnell works as a trial
attorney in the City Counselor’s Office for
the city of St. Louis, MO. He specializes
in the defense of civil rights lawsuits
brought against the St. Louis Metropolitan Police Department. Oscar and
Paula Rehfeld Williams ’86 have
trademarked the Mustang Ranch name
and are now offering licensing opportunities through their licensing agent. They sell
Mustang Ranch merchandise, such as Tshirts, tank tops, and jewelry through their
Web site: www.worldfamousmustangranch.com. Oscar is working on a book
and screenplay about the infamous
brothel. Olga Viso was recently promoted
from curator of contemporary art to
deputy director of the Hirschhorn
Museum and Sculpture Garden. She has

’87
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ALUMNI ACHIEVEMENT AWARD

Weston Lewis Emery ’48 served his country
in World War II and gave 31 years to the U.S.
Foreign Service. Yet he has perhaps most
distinguished himself by capturing the memories
of his fellow World War II servicemen in
Europe, helping to give their sacrifice meaning
and enduring remembrance to future
generations.
Emery spent his early life in Gardiner, Maine,
before moving to his family’s winter home in
Winter Park, Florida, where he spent his high
school years. In 1943, at the age of 19, instead
of going to college, he was inducted into the
U.S. military to help fight the war against
Nazism in Europe. He entered Officer Training
School (OTS), but when the OTS was closed,
he was sent as a humble rifleman and
radioman to the 12th Armored Division, which
was deployed to France and Germany. The
division was committed to action on December
7, 1944—nine days before Hitler launched his
final Western offensive in an engagement that
became known as the Battle of the Bulge. It
was the largest battle ever fought by the U.S.
Army. Emery was 20 years old.
The famed military historian and veteran
Paul Fussell, author of Wartime and The
Great War and Modern Memory, has pointed
out that the men who served in World War II
rifle companies got a unique and visceral look
at the horrors of war because they were in the
front lines of battle and never left it while the
war endured, except as a casualty. They
served not a year but for the duration, until
serious wounding, death, or victory. The front
line, Fussell said, “was a place of passion and
madness.” And the incredible cruelty of
warfare “was not readily available to those
removed only a short distance to the rear,”
much less to civilians.
So it was no mean achievement that Emery
was one of 38 original linemen in the division
who never missed a day of duty (out of 532
men) during the last six months of the war in
Europe. He served as the Company
Commander’s radioman and was always with
the appropriate radio linking the captain to his
men and to battalion headquarters.
Emery was a survivor of the difficult struggle
to create a peaceful world order. Afterwards, he
entered Rollins, where he majored in English,
was a member of Delta Chi fraternity, and was a
coxswain for varsity crew. He pursued graduate

WESTON LEWIS EMERY ’48
Recipient of the 2003 Alumni Achievement
Award in Military History
studies at Boston College and studied in
Grenoble, France. He learned French and
Spanish, got married, and had three children.
After working in the private sector, Emery
joined a Washington consulting firm to work in
Vientiane with the government of Laos for
two years. He then joined the Agency for
International Development and was posted in
Tunisia, Honduras, Ecuador, Paraguay, and
Washington, D.C., the latter with the Office of
Foreign Disaster Assistance. In 1986, Emery
retired after 31 years with the Foreign Service.
Yet he never forgot his wartime experience
or his comrades in that struggle. Years after
the war at a division reunion, a number of
these survivors tried to recall some of their
WW II encounters. No two were the same.
Emery decided to find out exactly what
happened, so he spent four painstaking years
combing the National Archives, obtaining daily
morning reports, and seeking valid memories
from living comrades.
The resulting book, C-66: A World War II
Chronicle of an Armored Infantry Company, is
a dynamic and accurate description of the
everyday activities of the men. Every man is
mentioned, some many times, and nearly all of
the surviving families are mentioned, providing
an invaluable resource to the soldiers’
descendants, historians, and the general public.
For this crowning achievement, Emery was
honored by Rollins College with the 2003
Alumni Achievement Award in Military History
in Hampton, Virginia, during the 57th Annual
National Reunion of the 12th Armored Division
in September 2003.—Bobby Davis ’82
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ALUMNI BOARD PROFILE
ROSS FLEISCHMANN ’55 ■ LABOR OF LOVE

ILYSE GERBER

Ross Fleischmann ’55 was
interested in going into
personnel work long before the
profession was more trendily
known as human resources. A
high school teacher suggested
that he study psychology; he
took that advice and began
college in his native state of
Minnesota. Fleischmann
confesses, however, that he
“was never a real winter
person,” and he headed south
after just two years.
Rollins had everything he was looking for: a
small community (only about 600 students at
the time), 25 psychology courses, a tempting
financial aid package, and, he would later
discover, two great social sciences professors—
Alex Waite and Richard Russell.
While at Rollins, Fleischmann was on the
crew team, worked on the yearbook, and
wrote for The Sandspur. “The Sandspur
was a good little weekly newspaper,” he said.
“People looked forward to getting it.”
For a year, Fleischmann wrote “Filling
Space,” a weekly opinion column, for the
Sandspur, and he occasionally caused a
little controversy. “My columns were often
discussed in class,” he laughed.
Little did Fleishmann know that his experience writing that column for the “little, weekly
newspaper” would help him get his first job.
And he entered his career in human resources
through the “back door” by writing and editing
a monthly newspaper for the Western Electric
division of AT&T back home in Duluth.
Fleischmann later enlisted in the Coast
Guard, attended officer candidate school in
Connecticut, and was ultimately commissioned
as an ensign serving on the Icebreaker
Mackinaw on the Great Lakes. “Nobody was
shooting at you, and we were seldom out of
sight of land,” he said of his military assignment.
Upon leaving active duty, he returned to
Western Electric in Minnesota and later
transferred with the company to New York City,
where he continued to work on publications.
He remained in the Coast Guard Reserves for
10 years.
A subsequent job with Western Union
Telegraph in New York provided him with the
personnel duties he was really looking for. But
he still edited the company’s magazine, and he
was also in charge of college recruiting, which
took him to 50 to 60 colleges a year from
Maine to California. “I began to appreciate the
kind of a place Rollins was and its unique
characteristics,” he said.
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Fleischmann’s career then took
him back to Minnesota, to New
Orleans, then to Mississippi before
he eventually made his way back to
Florida as district director of
Employee and Labor Relations for
the U.S. Postal Service. While he
subsequently had a few other
assignments in the Northeast and
Midwest, he maintained his home
in the Sunshine State for his wife,
Jean, their daughter Sally ’95
’00HH, and their son, Dana.
Fleischmann served on the Rollins Alumni
Board in the late ’80s and early ’90s, and then
returned for another go-around in1998. Now
in his second three-year term, he sees serving
on the Board as “an outstanding opportunity
to remain connected with the College.”
The self-proclaimed “oldest board member”
welcomes the first-hand knowledge of what’s
happening on campus. “And it’s a chance to
work with a whole spectrum of alumni—to
exchange ideas with alumni from different
eras and find out just how much you have in
common,” he said.
Fleischmann, who retired in 1999, still does
a little work, but his real passion is books—an
interest that was sparked during his Rollins
days when he served as a work-study student
in the library. He has had some luck over the
years as a book collector, and his generosity
speaks volumes: he donated an equine
collection to the University of Prince Edward
Island, a significant Great Lakes history
collection to the University of Minnesota in
Duluth, and two collections—his favorite
collection of Floridiana and a collection on
labor history and labor economics—to Rollins.
“Ross has been a valued friend of the library
for a number of years,” said Donna Cohen,
director of the Rollins Olin Library. “Our labor
collection is quite a fine one because of his
gifts, and he continues to donate books and
periodicals to enhance the collection. In
addition, he has been very thoughtful by
donating hard-to-find and out-of-print, as well
as first-edition titles, to our Florida Collection.”
Fleischmann also donated his best “find” to
Rollins: a first edition Zora Neal Hurston
(complete with the dust jacket), Tell My Horse,
purchased at an estate sale and valued at
about $1,500. The cost to him? “One dollar,”
he chuckled. “Another great find was a first
edition of Kennedy’s Profiles of Courage.”
One day, Fleischmann said he’d actually like
to write a book…possibly on a labor history
topic. In the meantime, his labor of love is
Rollins.—Ann Marie Varga ’82

worked at the museum since 1995 in
various curatorial capacities. Tim Kinskey
and his family moved to Geneva,
Switzerland. Tim practices law as in-house
counsel for Caterpillar and is responsible
for the company’s mergers and acquisition
activities in Europe, Asia, and the Middle
East. He invites alumni traveling through
Geneva to contact him. Laura
Thompson Evangelista (see Family
Additions) has been accepted into the
March 2004 Winter Park Arts Festival.
Laura visited Kelly Ortwein Meyer ’88
and her new son, William, over the
Columbus Day weekend and saw
Jennifer Hosford Johannesmeyer ’92 in
November when Laura’s son and Jennifer’s
daughter celebrated their first birthdays
together.
John Pellecchia (see
Weddings) and his wife,
Joanne, live in West Palm
Beach, FL. John is a
manager/mortgage broker for Blue
Chip Lending, Inc., and Joanne is a
database administrator for PresGar
Medical Imaging, Inc. John coached a
Little League team last year and
enjoyed participating in the Alumni
Golf Tournament in October. Virginia
“Ginny” Mosbaugh (below) recently
moved and is involved in numerous
redecorating projects. She enjoys her
role as aunt to a
niece and a nephew
and would like to
hear from former
classmates. She can
be reached at 1227
King’s Cove Court,
Indianapolis, IN
46260.

’88

Doyne Calvert Stride (see
Family Additions) is on an
indefinite leave from her job
as clinical supervisor and
therapist at Devereaux. Krista
Menyhart Espinosa (see Family
Additions) retired from the Peace Corps
in June 2002 after almost eight years as
an overseas specialist. Robin Dolan
Keener received the United States
Professional Tennis Association’s
Women’s 35-and-over Player of the
Year award during an awards ceremony
at the USPTA World Conference on
Tennis in September. Ron Falconer,
Bill Culhane ’90, Scott Liebel ’91,
and Frank Hernandez ’92 got
together last summer in Key West and
are planning a July trip to Las Vegas.
Friends who are interested in joining
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them should contact Ron or Scott in
Sarasota, FL. Marvelyn AllanMotamed is the veterinarian for the
City of Boston Animal Shelter. A 1997
graduate of Tufts Veterinary School, she
previously worked at the Brookline
Animal
Hospital.
Marvelyn
and her
husband,
Farhaad,
have been
married for 13 years and have a 3-yearold son, Ali (above). Karen Rutledge
Wayman (see Weddings) and her
husband, Steave, live in Dallas. Karen
works for PeopleSoft, and Steave is selfemployed. They have two mastiffs,
Cleo and Maxim.
Gavan Ferguson now resides
permanently in Dublin,
Ireland with his wife, Michele,
and daughters, Nicola, 3, and
Fiona, 8 months. He is a partner in F.R.
Kelly & Co., which is Ireland's largest
firm of patent and trademark attorneys.
He has an exciting client base, which
includes the musicians U2 and Enya.
Helen Rutledge has joined the Historic
Charleston Foundation as director of
development, according to The Post and
Courier. Regan Wohlfarth-Yardley is an
immunology specialist for Celgene
Corporation. The St. Petersburg Times
reports that Jacci Wozniak White has
joined her husband, Scott, who recently
became the volleyball coach at St. Petersburg College, as the team’s assistant coach.

’90

’91
’92

Pamela Petry Ward has two
children, George, 4, and
Madeline, 2.

Jose Fernandez was named
director of general administration and city clerk for the
city of Orlando in the first
appointment made by newly elected
Orlando Mayor Buddy Dyer. Tarita
Virtue was featured in the October
2003 issue of Maxim magazine. Skip
Moran received the Milken Family
Foundation’s National Educator Award.
Dubbed the “Oscars of Teaching” by
Teacher magazine, the award honors 100
of the nation’s best educators with a
$25,000 prize. Russell Gay owns and
operates three businesses and is the No.
2-ranked professional water-skiier in the
world in tricks, according to the July 24,
2003 issue of The Ledger. Lara NeSmith
Clark (see Family Additions) and her
INDICATES CLASS REUNION

husband, Rob, both work at Sears’
headquarters outside of Chicago. Sally
Stevens Powell recently moved back to
her hometown, Memphis, TN, and is
happy to be near her family again. Sally
is the real estate and zoning manager for
T-Mobile USA in the Memphis and
Louisville, KY markets. Jenny Miller
Young, Erin Higgins O’Donnell ’91,
and Jennifer Hosford Johannesmeyer

Colorado, where they enjoy skiing,
mountain biking, trail running, and
adventure
racing. They
also are busy
fixing up their
new home.
Cecilia Green
Browne is a
stay-at-home
mom with
children Caroline and Billy (above).
Jonathan Cohen has moved
to Ormond Beach, FL after
spending three years in Santa
Fe, New Mexico, earning a
master’s degree in oriental medicine. He
is a nationally certified acupuncturist and
herbalist and is currently in private
practice. Bridget Keller Connolly
recently moved to Lawton, OK to work
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COMING SOON!

Send pictures of you and your Rollins friends at weekend
gatherings, bridal showers, baby showers, sports events, etc. for
posting on the Alumni Photo page on the Alumni Association
Web Site: www.rollins.edu/alumni. Send photos to
igerber@rollins.edu or mail them to Rollins College, Attn. Ilyse
Gerber, 1000 Holt Ave. – 2736, Winter Park, FL 32789.

(above) visited SeaWorld with their
children: Caleb, Abby, and Jolee
Young, Shannon O’Donnell, and
Wiley Johannesmeyer.

Brooks Hatfield and his wife,
Meredith, have two children: Evans, 2,
and Grace, 7 months (above). The
children’s grandmother is Virginia
“Ginger” McAleese Johnson ’68. Kim
Schorer Bertele and her husband,
Theodore, (see Weddings) live in

as a neurologist for the U.S. Army at Ft.
Sill. Bridget is a civilian but her husband
is in the military. They have a 2-year-old
son, Kieran. After five years with Morgan
Stanley—the last three at Canary Wharf,
London—Anne Hansford has gone
back to school to earn a master’s degree
in journalism. She is enjoying life in
Cambridge with her partner, Peter, and
would love to hear from fellow alumni
(ahansford2002@aol.com).
Cheryl Brown Baker is an
assistant professor at Harvard
Medical School. After living
in Seattle, WA for four years,
Gregory Binney (see Family Additions)
and his family have moved to WinstonSalem, NC. They are happy to be closer
to family, but miss the mountains,
outdoor activities, and wine of the Great
Northwest. They have enjoyed getting
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together with Kate Gillett Oddi, her
husband, Gaetano, and their son, Nico,
who also live in Winston-Salem. Dexter
Zaring moved to St. Louis in 1996 to
help start an Internet search engine as
sports editor and also became involved in
real estate speculation and redevelopment projects. The search engine was a
victim of the 2000 dot-com crash;
however, the real estate speculation has
been successful resulting in a $151,000
profit in 2003. Dexter is looking forward
to attending Reunion 2004. Rusty
Blackmer has taken a new career path in
pharmaceutical sales. During the
summer, he accepted a position with
Pfizer, Inc. as a healthcare representative
for Parke-Davis 3 in Orlando. Drew
Sorrell recently earned his private pilot’s
license. Drew is an attorney with
Lowndes, Drosdick, Doster, Kantor &
Reed in Orlando. Jennifer Wamhoff
Varner (see Family Additions) and her
husband, Scott, moved back to Idaho
two years ago, and Jennifer started a
private counseling practice a year ago,
working primarily with children in foster
care. Ian Butler recently closed his 10year-old environmental consulting firm
in Naples and began working for A.G.
Edwards and Sons as a financial
consultant/accredited asset management
specialist. Lisa Sundvall has returned to
Florida and is living in New Smyrna
Beach. She has a private practice
specializing in neuropsychology in
Daytona Beach. Kristen Broadhead
Cashel and husband Colin (see
Weddings) live in North Palm Beach,
Florida. Each summer, they spend time
on Fisher Island in New York, where
they see plenty of Rollins alumni,
including Ashley Stearns Burr ’98,
Missy duPont Riegel ’99, Darcy
Callender Yerkes ’93, Jim ’90 and
Elizabeth Kay Reid ’90, Gerrit ’92 and
Tessa Rowan Goss ’97, and Nichan
Vartanian ’98.
Melissa Morton Gansereit
and her family have moved to
Atlanta to work for her
husband’s family company.
Juliane Feger Vallee lives in Carrolwood,
FL with her husband, Robert, and their
3-year-old daughter, Gabrielle. Juliane is
a financial advisor for Capital One
Financial. Robert and Paige Prentiss
Coulman ’96 (see Family Additions) are
looking forward to making a trip back to
Rollins to show their twins where their
parents met. Robert and Alison
Michaux Piziali live in St. Helena, CA
with their 16-month-old daughter, Tia.
Rob recently opened a collective wine

’95
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LYNN JOHNSON

MRS. ROGERS VISITS THE WRITER’S NEIGHBORHOOD

The late Fred Rogers [’51] was widely known
and dearly loved, thanks to his long-running
PBS children’s series, Mister Rogers’
Neighborhood. But few knew there was a Mrs.
Rogers. Frankly, that’s how she liked it.
Now, Joanne Rogers [Byrd ’50], 75, the TV
icon’s widow, is stepping into the spotlight with
today’s publication of a pocket-size book of
Fred Rogers’ sayings, culled from his
speeches, books, letters, and songs.
Joanne Rogers, who was asked to write
the foreword to The World According to
Mister Rogers: Important Things to
Remember (Hyperion Books, $16.95),

acknowledges: “I’m not a writer. I’m much
happier playing the piano.”
In her foreword, she fondly recalls meeting
Fred at Rollins College in Florida, their 50 years
of marriage, and the births of their two sons,
John and James.
She remembers her husband, who died in
February [2003] of stomach cancer at age 74,
with reverence and pride. “He was my icon
before he was anyone else’s,” she writes.
Joanne Rogers, who lives in Pittsburgh, got
an advance copy of Important Things, and now
it’s well-read, dog-eared, and with her at all
times. “It’s the nicest present I could ever have
had,” she says. “Just like a visit with him.”
Only now, she says, can she bear to watch
Mister Rogers’ Neighborhood again. But
sometimes, emotion comes unexpectedly, like
while she was watching the Emmys.
“All of a sudden Bill Cosby comes on and was
talking about Fred! He spent his entire allotted
time, after giving his wife her due, talking about
Fred. I sat right down and wrote him.”
Mr. and Mrs. Rogers shared similar beliefs,
and the book is divided into chapters that reflect
his philosophies, she says. Her least dog-eared
section: “The Challenges of Inner Discipline.”
“When you marry, you choose somebody
who complements you and your weaknesses.
Fred was so disciplined, and I’m not.”
—By Karen Thomas, © Copyright 2003,
USA Today. Reprinted with permission.

ROLLINS’ PRIDE
Leighann Kurpetski ’03 is a perfect example of the
stellar student-athletes Rollins is known for producing.
Kurpetski graduated from Rollins summa cum laude as
one of the top five in her class with a 3.93 GPA. An
athropology major, this devoted cross-country runner
was named a Verizon All-District Academic Athlete two
years in a row. Currently, she is working at Rollins as a
graduate assistant for the Office of Community
Engagement while pursuing a graduate degree in mental
health counseling at the College’s Hamilton Holt School.
In addition, she is training for the 26.2-mile Disney
Marathon in 2005.
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tasting room, Napa Valley Wineries,
which features a boutique. Alison is
active in fundraising for PKU. Both Rob
and Alison earned their MBAs from the
University of North Carolina, Chapel
Hill. Christopher Fitzgerald was cast in
the critically acclaimed Broadway
musicalWicked, a show that pays satirical
homage toThe Wizard of Oz and also
stars Idina Menzel, Kristin Chenoweth,
and Joel Grey. The show is enjoying an
open run at the Gershwin Theater in
New York City.
Alma Mifflin has moved
from Orlando to Evansville,
IN, where she is a permitting
specialist and air quality
inspector for the Evansville Environmental Protection Agency. In Orlando,
she worked for an environmental
consulting firm that provided field
experience relating to soil and water
remediation. Heather Sapey recently
moved to Annecy, France and is looking
for fellow alumni in the Haute Savoie
and Geneva, Switzerland area. The
Orlando Business Journal reports that
Beppy Landrum has joined the Orlando
office of Baker & Hostetler LLP,
practicing in the business group with an
emphasis on corporate transactions,
representing companies, nonprofit
groups, and government agencies.
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Rachel Simmons (see Family
Additions) teaches in the art
department at Rollins. She
and her husband, Jason
Boyette, have been married for five years.
Scott Leonard has a new home in Las
Vegas and recently signed a contract with
Fairfield Resorts to manage the A/R rollup of the Equivest Resorts acquisition,
which has him traveling weekly between
Ft. Lauderdale, Orlando, and Las Vegas.

’97

Jeremy Thakurdin ’03MBA
has been an attorney at the
Orange County Public
Defender’s Office since
August. He recently made his first
property investment, purchasing a motel
in Lake Wales, FL. Linda Nigro writes,
“After almost two years as a drug
counselor for teenagers, I have returned
to the classroom to teach my favorite
grade: fifth. My feet are killing me, my
alarm goes off at 6 a.m., and I am
actually happy.” Chris ’95 and Cynthia
Pascual Allen (see Weddings) live in
downtown Washington, DC. Shannon
Barry enjoyed a “mini-reunion” with
Megan Morrison ’97, William Brock,

’98

Lynn Burke Bogner, and Sean Griffin
from her freshman class (above).
Shannon, William, and Nicole Sheusi
’01 (below) visited the famous Bitter

Tonia Warnecke is in the second year of
an economics doctorate program at the
University of Notre Dame, where she is
focusing her studies on growth and
development issues. Virginia Patterson
earned her juris doctorate from the
University of Memphis School of Law in
May 2003 and took the Tennessee bar
exam in July. Licensed to practice law in
Tennessee, she is an associate at the
Hardison Law Firm in Memphis.
Laveta Stewart (see
Weddings) recently graduated
from Saint Louis University
with a master’s degree in
public health and is currently a predoctoral fellow at the National Cancer
Institute/National Institutes of Health.
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End in Greenwich Village to hear a
friend play guitar. Ilisa Sokolic lives in
San Diego, CA. Lance Cashion (see
Weddings) and his wife, Kathryn, have
moved from Austin to Fort Worth, TX.
Lance sends greetings to the brothers of
Sigma Phi Epsilon. After graduating
from law school and a two-month, postbar trip to Australia, Leo Spooner
began work at Dewey Ballantine in
New York City.

’99

Alexandra Fielding, Beatriz
Turro Babaian, and Monica
Facusse took time out for a
photo at Beatriz’s wedding in

August (above). Jon Hardie is attending
graduate school at the University of
California, Santa Barbara. Jennifer L.
Poole has joined the U.S. District Court
for the Southern District of Florida as
law clerk to District Judge Jose E.
Martinez. Previously, she was an associate
with Jonathan Franklin, P.A. in Miami.
She earned her juris doctorate from
DePaul University College of Law in
May 2002. Greg ’97 and Alicia
McGoogan Oreste have moved back to
Orlando. Greg has been promoted to
institutional healthcare representative for
Pfizer, and Alicia recently graduated from
the University of Florida with a master’s
degree in occupational therapy. She
works as a pediatric therapist for Arnold
Palmer Hospital. Bobby Williams,
hitting coach for the Gulf Coast League
Reds, was the subject of a feature article
in the Sarasota Herald-Tribune in August.
INDICATES CLASS REUNION

at the local middle school. Michael
Drepanos writes, “To all my classmates,
please come visit me at World Golf
Village (St. Augustine, FL) to enjoy two
world class golf courses and luxury
accommodations.”
Adrienne Forkois is in her
second year in the master’s
degree program in occupational therapy at the
University of Florida. Richard Coles is
working for Fields BMW in Winter Park
and is considering starting the MBA
program at the Crummer School. After
graduation, Daniel Blair spent six
months in London and another month
in Europe. He has done volunteer work,
worked part-time for the Fredric Snitzer
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DON’T MISS THE YOUNG
ALUMNI PARTY

TAKING PLACE DURING REUNION WEEKEND
ON FRIDAY, MARCH 26, 2004!

THE PLACE TO BE:
Winter Park Farmer’s Market 8:30 p.m.-11:30 p.m.
MUSIC, FOOD, AND FUN
She lives in Baltimore, MD. Stephanie
Neumann is a psychology intern at
Valley State Prison for Women, the
nation’s largest women’s prison with
more than 3,000 inmates, in Chouchilla,
CA. Stephanie will graduate from Alliant
International University (formerly the
California School of Professional
Psychology) with a doctorate in forensic
psychology in June 2004. Barry Janay
graduated from law school and business
school through a joint degree program at
Golden Gate University. He plans to
take the February New York bar exam, as
well as the New Jersey bar exam.
Michael J. Occhionero has been
promoted to sales associate at Colliers
International, the largest full-service
commercial and industrial real estate
firm in Ohio. Denise Alves is pursuing a
juris doctorate at Stetson University
College of Law. Jay Newberry (see
Weddings) and his wife, Laurie, live in
Belmont, NC, where Jay is the assistant
basketball coach at Belmont Abbey
College. Laurie teaches special education

Gallery, served as communications
officer for a medical school, and
currently does freelance fashion
illustration and coordinates, promotes
and serves as DJ for his own club night
called “PE” in Downtown Miami.
Stephanie Wolfe recently moved to
California. Luisa Valdes researched,
wrote, and interviewed Fortune 500
executives for her contribution to a book,
Morphing: The Business of Conscious
Evolution, scheduled for publication in
2004. The book’s main authors are
Crummer School Dean Craig
McAllaster and Laurence Pino, Esq.,
CEO of Dynetech Corporation. Luisa
will graduate from the Crummer School
in May. Trevor Capon left in September
to begin a two-year stint with the
PeaceCorps in Turkmenistan teaching
English as a second language. Friends can
write to him at: U.S PeaceCorps/
Turkmenistan, P.O. Box 258, Krugozor,
Central Post Office, Ashgabat, 744000
Turkmenistan.

Wendy Meyer is an
environmental specialist with
the Florida Department of
Environmental Protection.
Shakira Villanueva is living on the island
of Grenada in the Caribbean and is
enrolled in a dual MD/MPH degree
program. She earned her master’s degree
in public health and will be working for
six weeks in Trinidad at the Ministry of
Health. She can be reached at
vilsha@sgu.edu. Leah Halsey is a sales
consultant specializing in employee
benefits for UnumProvident. After
moving from Washington, DC to
Portland, ME, she is happy to be near
family and friends again, but misses
Florida’s warm weather. After graduating
from Boston University’s creative writing
program, Ginger Magarine is teaching
Freshman Composition at Seminole
Community College. Susannah
Molayem is in her second year at the
University of Denver Law School. Leah
Stakus is serving as a PeaceCorps
volunteer in Haiti, where she is providing
girls’ and women’s groups with sex
education, primarily HIV education—“as
Haiti has the highest HIV infection rate in
the Western hemisphere. Despite that, it is
a beautiful country and the people are
amazing and have a great sense of humor.”
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Pepi Ribley is pursuing a
master’s degree in business and
sports management at the
University of Central Florida.
Rebecca Walker works for the American
Cancer Society as part of the income
development team, planning the
organization’s three signature events: Relay
for Life (March-May), The Cattle Barons
Ball (June), and Making Strides Against
Breast Cancer (October). She can be
reached at rebecca.walker@cancer.org.
Allison Tougaw is teaching kindergarten
at the elementary school that she attended
as a child. She now uses her psychology
degree to manage 17 five-year-olds.
Allison’s mother is also a teacher at the
school. Andrew Weiss attended the Real
Estate Institute in Manhattan and earned
his license within a week. He is now
interviewing with residential and
commercial companies. Vanessa Nelson
moved to Aspen, CO in the summer,
where she works as a writer for the Aspen
Daily News. She lives a block from a
gondola and enjoys skiing three days a
week. Heather Newberg volunteered last
summer as a client services representative
for the Longwood Christian Sharing
Center. Her future plans include pursuing

’03

Class News continued on page 37
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REGIONAL EVENTS
BOSTON ■ BELMONT COUNTRY CLUB

➢

In September, alumni, parents of current Rollins students, and
friends of the College gathered at a reception to toast Rollins
President Rita Bornstein at the Belmont Country Club. Event
hosts were Ted ’68 and Barbara Lawrence Alfond ’68.

➢

(l-r) Tom Walker ’65 ’67MBA, Ferd Starbuck ’67 ’70MBA, President
Rita Bornstein, Andy Starbuck ’01, and Matt Porter ’02

President Rita Bornstein and
Ted Alfond ’68

➢

(l-r) John Baldwin ’98, Alexa
Anderson, and Cato Anderson ’98

➢

➢

(l-r) Peter Crocker ’94, Abby Drosdzal Crocker ’94, Kerry Metzdorf,
Erik Metzdorf ’94, Scott Andrews ’94, President Rita Bornstein, and
Louise Bodack ’94

(l-r) Karen Oppenheim, Jim Oppenheim ’68, President Rita Bornstein,
Carole Johnson, Beverly Jones Darling ’38

NEW YORK ■ NEW YORK YACHT CLUB

➢

In October, alumni, parents of current Rollins students, and
friends of the College attended a reception honoring President
Rita Bornstein at the New York Yacht Club. Hosts were
J. Jay Mautner ’61 and his wife, Jill.

➢

(l-r) Evan Boorstyn ’88, Kristen Schilo
’89, and Sandy Vanderzee ’91
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l-r) Kristin DolinaAdamczyk Delfau ’99,
and Eric Delfau

➢

➢

(l-r) Bill Sheppard ’74, Andy Arluck ’75, Maggie Delgado ’75, Dana
Ivey ’63, Christopher Poth ’71, J. Jay Mautner ’61, and Cary Fuller ’65

(l-r) Lauren Borek ’02, Rob Mendelsohn, and Jennifer Lemelman ’02

Visit www.rollins.edu/alumni
to view more Regional Event photos.

CENTRAL FLORIDA ■ HALLOWEEN HOWL

➢

The S Association (Students Serving Students of the Past,
Present, and Future) and the Alumni Association hosted their
Third Annual Pre-Halloween Howl Party in October.

➢

(l-r) Anne, Jenifer Saxton Patrick ’82, William, Bill
Patrick ’82, and Interim Alumni Relations Director
Elizabeth
Francetic

(l-r) Nichole Adams Jackson ’99,
son Adam, and friend

CENTRAL FLORIDA ■
CHRISTMAS VESPERS RECEPTION
Central Florida alumni gathered to share the spirit
of the holiday season in December at a reception in
the Alumni House before attending the annual
Christmas Vespers service in the beautiful Knowles
Memorial Chapel. Students, faculty, staff, and
alumni participated in an evening filled with lessons,
carols, and candlelight.
➢

➢

➢

(l-r) Jack, Gena Farrington Collis ’88, Bridget, and
David Collis ’90
(l-r) Sarah Wiley ’94, Andrew, and
Mike McKee ’96 ’97MBA

ATLANTA ■ CHEROKEE TOWN CLUB
Alumni gathered for a long-awaited holiday reception at the Cherokee Town
Club in Atlanta in December. Alumni Association board members David
Stromquist ’80 and Ray Fannon ’82 hosted the festive evening. Vice President
for Institutional Advancement Cynthia Wood shared an update on the College.

(l-r) Irma
Schaeffer Ross
’51, Bill Ross, and
Nancy Neide
Johnson ’50

(l-r) Rachael Rice ’02, Jason Turner, Jonathan Fagan,
and Joslyn Lyons ’02

➢

➢

➢

(l-r) Linda Long
Williams ’70 and
Alice Hahn Tossi
’78HH

(l-r) Vice President Cynthia
Wood and Girtha Morgan ’79

(l-r) Janice
Hirschfield
Epaillard ’86,
daughter Claire,
son Jack, and
Bertram Epaillard

➢

➢

(l-r) Emily Speers ’92 ’00MBA,
Shannon Burns Lynch ’95, John
Lynch, and Mark Rowe ’96

➢

(l-r) Jeffrey Emenecker
’94MBA, Susan Douglass
Quirk ’78 ’79MBA, and Al
Bosma ’96MBA
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CARTER BEESE ’78 ■ INVESTING IN ROLLINS STUDENTS
to list on the NYSE and NASDAQ markets, and then served on
Carter Beese double-majored in
each of their boards for a number of years.
economics and political science at
In a twist of fate, while overseeing the public utility industry as
Rollins, and those early interests
SEC commissioner, Beese reunited with former Rollins President
have both served him very well in
Jack Critchfield. Critchfield, then president of Florida Power (now
his professional career. “I have had
Progress Energy), was president of Rollins during Beese’s college
a foot in Wall Street and a foot in
days, including the year he served as president of the Student
Washington for most of my career,”
Government Association. “We had formed a nice relationship,”
he said.
Beese said. “I often think back to the day during my senior year
Beese moved rapidly to the top
when I was talking with him and we discussed an exciting but
of his profession as an investment
then-obscure political candidate by the name of George Bush. I
banker and from there to a place
always enjoyed visiting Dr. Critchfield in his office at Rollins, and
among the select few who influence
later we had a marvelous time when he came to my office in
the investment policy of the United
Washington when I was his regulator.”
States. He has received appointAfter leaving the SEC, where he had focused on significant
ments from both Presidents Bush, served as an authoritative
policy matters such as corporate governance, derivatives, and
source for the novelist Tom Clancy, and currently serves as senior
international finance, Beese joined
advisor to the Center for Strategic and
CSIS as senior advisor on capital
International Studies (CSIS), a nonmarkets and global finance to
partisan Washington think tank that
continue working on these policy
has been at the forefront of shaping
areas. CSIS is the only institution of
public policy for the past 30 years. The
its kind that maintains resident
week after he graduated from Rollins
experts on all the world’s major
in 1978, Beese joined Alex Brown, the
geographical regions. “My office at
oldest investment-banking firm in the
Riggs Bank is a block from the White
United States. He became an officer in
House and a block from CSIS, so it
1984, the company’s youngest partner
allows me to keep both the worlds of
in 1987, and then chairman of Alex
business and government together,”
Brown International before it merged
he said.
with Bankers Trust. Beese became
For the last two years, Carter Beese ’78 has
endowed a Rollins undergraduate to participate in
Beese received his third presidential
vice chairman of Global Banking with
leadership studies at the Center for the Study of
appointment, from George W. Bush,
Bankers Trust, but shortly thereafter
the Presidency in Washington, D.C. The Center is
in 2003 when he was named to the
he left to join Riggs Bank in
dedicated to serving as a central resource addressPresident’s Information Technology
Washington to start the company’s
ing issues affecting the modern Presidency. Twice a
year, one student from approximately 100 colleges
Advisory Committee, which evaluates
$100-million venture capital fund,
is brought to Washington to meet with government
cyber security and Internet policy
Riggs Capital Partners. He is now
officials and present a well-researched paper on a
issues. “This is a critical area of
president of Riggs Capital Partners
topic of their choosing. Last year, Ryan Hudnall ’04
national security, and this blue-ribbon
and serves on their board of directors.
presented his paper “Affirmative Reaction: Effective
Presidential Strategies on Race-Conscious Public
commission advises the President on
Beese’s first merger of the
Policies.” This year, Sarah Ledbetter ’06 (shown
how American capital markets and
economic and political realms came
above speaking on panel) will present her paper “A
government institutions can protect
in 1990, when he was appointed by
Milestone in Sino-U.S. Relations: President Nixon’s
themselves from electronic attack,”
President George Bush, Sr. as
Visit to China and the Shanghai Communiqué.”
Beese said he was inspired to involve Rollins
he said. “I became concerned with
director of the Overseas Private
students in this program after reading an article in
this issue while I was with the SEC. At
Investment Corporation (OPIC), a
the Rollins Alumni Record about a leadership
the time, I was on the board of author
U.S. government agency that assists
program at Rollins initiated by David Lord ’69.
Tom Clancy’s Foundation when
American companies in opening
Clancy wrote a book entitled Debt of
markets and making investments
abroad. In 1991, Bush appointed him a commissioner to the
Honor, which dramatized the vulnerability of our electronic markets
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission, making him one of
to cyber terrorists.” Beese worked substantially with him on that
the five commissioners who oversee the financial markets of the
book and is listed in its opening credits.
entire nation. Beese served in that capacity until 1995, spending
A loyal supporter of Rollins, Beese, who is very involved with the
a great deal of time on international finance, including working
Center for the Study of the Presidency, is particularly excited about
with the Minister of Finance of China to establish the first
providing opportunities for Rollins students to participate in the Center’s
Chinese government debt offering ever in the United States.
leadership program as fellows (see sidebar).—Bobby Davis ’82
Later, after finishing his government service, Beese assisted two
Hong Kong companies, Renaissance Hotels and chinadotcom,
Panel photo courtesy of the Center for the Study of the Presidency
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CLASS NEWS
Class News continued from page 33

an MA in counseling (she has applied to
programs at both Rollins and FSU) and a
doctorate in counseling psychology. In
December, she attended the concert of the
Grammy-Award-winning band Jars of
Clay, which established the outreach
program Blood: Water Mission to raise
awareness among college students and
community leaders about the AIDS crisis
in Africa. She is pictured above with lead
vocalist Dan Haseltine, once a Winter
Park resident.

FAMILY ADDITIONS
’85 Sara Kettler Friend and husband
Pierson, daughter Genevieve Pierson,
9/16/03.

’91 Debbie Jordan Garrity and
husband Tim, daughter Amelia
Collins, 5/17/03, who joins sister
Emma, 2; Suzanne Suprise Gmyr
and husband Steve, daughter Noelle
Joy, 7/17/03, who joins sister
Danielle, 2.
’92 David Preaus and wife Susan,
son Theodore Lobrano, 8/16/03;
Lara NeSmith Clark and husband
Rob, daughter Madison Marie,
2/6/03, who joins sister Caitlin
Ashley, 5; Amy ChinneryValmassei and husband Scott,
daughter Annica Kathleen, 2/3/03;
Wesley Bassett Luyten and husband
Erlend, daughter Bryndis Gene,
1/31/03, who joins brother Torben,
2; Ralph Doering and wife Patricia,
son Ralph “Henry” Doering IV,
8/11/03.
’93 Catherine Maresi Stevens and
husband Kyle, son Henry N.,
10/12/03; Christine Kimbrough
and husband David, daughter Nora
Caroline Kimbrough-Perry,
10/4/03.
’94 Gregory Binney and wife
Gretchen, son Christopher Nicholas,
6/16/03; Lisa Meehan Crosby and

’86 Angela Nardi Quigley and
husband Peter, son Nicholas Paul,
5/12/03, who joins siblings Timothy,
Dominic, Jonathan, and Alexandra;
Carl Wilhelm and wife Beverly,
daughter Emily Ann, 6/15/03, who
joins brother Christopher Frederick, 2.
’87 Laura Thompson Evangelista
and husband Mark, son William
Michael, 11/18/02, who joins brother
Nicholas, 7.
’89 Doyne Calvert Stride and
husband Jonathan, daughter Lily
Kate, 7/8/03, who joins siblings
Camden, Laurel, and Anna Grace;
Krista Menyhart Espinosa and
husband Jorge, daughter Isabella,
8/1/03, who joins brother Esteban, 2;
Heather Handrigan-Ross and
husband Charles, daughter Hannah,
6/3/03, who joins Hayden, 6, Sarah,
4, and Maxwell, 3; Karen Weingold
Marcos and husband Timothy, twins
Shiloh Ray and Michael Phillip,
11/23/03.
’90 Justin Kellogg and wife Leslie,
son Ian Hunter, 3/24/03, who joins
brother Jack.
INDICATES CLASS REUNION

husband Darren, daughter Ashley
Coale (above), 6/30/03; Jon and
Noelle Bither Heckscher, son
Owen, 7/4/03; Jennifer Wamhoff
Varner and husband Scott, son
Maxwell Owen, 4/2/03.
’95 Gillian Crary Smith and
husband Uwe, son Benjamin Lukas,
12/1/03; Raanan Yoav Pritzker and
wife Yael, son Eiton, 9/03; Keri
Sengbusch DeRosa and husband
Joseph, daughter Ella Grace, 7/23/03,
who joins sister Samantha, 2; Melissa
Morton Gansereit and husband
Jonathan, triplets Georgia, William,
and Everett, 1/28/03; Robert and
Paige Prentiss Coulman ’96, twin
daughters Madden and Louisa,

8/14/03; Neil Cohen and wife Lainie,
son Max; Melissa Arnold Kontaridis

and husband Chris, daughter Caitlin
Michele (above), 1/03.
’96 Shannon Zwick Melnick and
husband Randy, son Jay Myer,
10/25/03; Holly Poehlmann
Caillaud and husband Francois, son
Julien Maxime, 1/11/03; Christine
Smilari
Dian and
husband
Mark,
daughter
Talia
Christine,
9/11/03
(left).
’97 Rachel Simmons and husband
Jason Boyette, daughter Parker
Hannah,
6/3/03;
Laura
Iantuono
Mellor and
husband
Marq,
daughter
Ryan Lynn, 7/2/03 (above).
’99 Bridget White Dinklage and
husband Chris, daughter Riley,
7/31/03; Kristen Kelly Heney and
husband Brian, son Kellan James,
8/25/03.

WEDDINGS
’62 Dr. Elias L. Taylor and Maureen
Sullivan Pell, 7/26/03 at St. Paul’s
Episcopal Church in Crownsville, MD.
’82 (below) Ray Fannon to Heidi
Tauscher, 8/16/03 in Knowles
Memorial Chapel; attendees: Charles

’64MBA ’98H and Dianne Tauscher
Rice ’61, Carol Graham Beck ’79,
Crawford ’81 and Helen Raynolds
Griffith ’83, Mike ’79 and Michelle
Patnode Fannon ’80, Don ’55 and
Jeanne Rogers Tauscher ’56, Christie
Dunlap Cauldie, Tom Ward, and
Steve Brandt.
’84 John Eggert to Melissa Olivero,
8/8/03 in Warren, Michigan; best man:
Kyle Williamson ’87; attendee: Joe
Shorin.
’85 Grey
Squires (left)
to Michael
Binford,
11/22/03 at
the MGM
Grand Hotel
in Las Vegas;
attendees:
Chris
Newton ’86, Ron Branom, and
Stephanie Woods Neverdowski ’87.
’86 Ryan J. Flanigan to Amanda
Schwartz, 7/5/03.
’87 (left)
Gregg
Kaye to
Christa
Parulis,
6/28/03 in
Sebastian,
FL; best
man: Jeff McCormick.
’87 James E. Chanin to Kimberly M.
Maxwell, 10/10/03 in Boulder, CO.
’88 (left)
John P.
Pellecchia
to Joanne
Lipski,
5/23/03 at
St. Hedwig’s
Catholic
Church in
Kingston,
PA.
Weddings continued on page 41
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YOUNG ALUMNI COUNCIL
JUNE 2003 – JUNE 2004
Elizabeth Ashwell ’99
eashwell@hotmail.com
John Baldwin ’98
jbald24@aol.com
Ruth Mlecko Bence ’94
rmbence@yahoo.com
Robiaun Rogers Charles ’94
Rc50@evansville.edu
Rick Chen ’00
rick.chen@thomson.com
Michelle Segarra-Rovira Daly ’98
Megan Fusco ’00
meganf@washingtonspeakers.com
Charles Gallagher III ’95
cgallagher@casagrandelaw.com
Teresa Greenlees Gelston ’97
tgelston@mac.com

YO U N G A LU M N I

Strengthening the Rollins Connection

CENTRAL FLORIDA
The Central Florida Young Alumni
Council—Sally Fleischmann
Oyler ’95 ’00MAT, Andrea L.
Henderson ’99 ’02MBA,
Mike McKee ’96 ’97MBA, Nate
Morris ’99, Stewart Parker ’02,
Stephanie Thomas ’01, and
Kurt Wells ’95—hosted “Soccer,
Snacks, Sodas, and Suds: Men’s
Tars vs. Eckerd” in October.

TAMPA/ST. PETE
The Tampa/St. Pete
Young Alumni
Council—Charles
Gallagher ’95 and
Teresa Greenlees
Gelston ’97—hosted a
“Young Alumni After
Hours” at MacDintons
in November.

(l-r) Bethanie Shirk ’97, Teresa Greenlees Gelston
’97, Luis Levy ’96, and Crissta

Greg Goldman ’00
Greg_goldman1@hotmail.com
Alan Hancock ’96
alanhancock13@bellsouth.net
Lua Rudolph Hancock ’97
Lua@nova.edu
Andrea Henderson ’99 ’02MBA
ahenderson@bahamabreeze.com

(l-r) Jennifer McCormack ’94 and
Robbie McEwan, Rollins major gifts
officer

Luis Hernandez ’97
Luis32789@aol.com
Jillian Kennedy ’99
Jillbrie47@aol.com
Cara Ginsberg Lubin ’00
bambi5226@aol.com
Michael “Mike” McKee ’96 ’97MBA
Mmckee9951@aol.com

(l-r) Chad Curry ’98MBA, Mike McKee
’96 ’97MBA, and Neil Cohen ’95

Bo Wulbern ’97 and Kristen Carpenter
Wulbern ’97

Todd Patterson and Nicole Dose ’95

WASHINGTON, D.C.
The D.C. Young Alumni
Council—Megan Fusco
’00, Greg Goldman ’00,
and Alan O’Neil ’98—
hosted a “Young Alumni
After Hours” at Shelly’s
Back Room in November.
(l-r) Nicole Cirrito ’95, PJ O’Donnell ’94, Cari
Hodges Jordan ’94, Amy Eisinger Gardiner ’96,
Ryan Miller ’95, Rachael Rudloff Miller ’96,
Kevin McMillan ’94, and Alex Bullock ’00

Nate Morris ’99
Nathan.Morris@huntington.com
Alan O’Neil ’98
oneila@towers.com
Sally Fleischmann Oyler ’95 ’00MAT
countrysal@aol.com
Stewart Parker ’02
parkers4@ocps.k12.fl.us

Melissa Dent Curry ’95 and Chad
Curry ’98MBA

Bert Saville ’99
bsaville@bacardi.com

Megan Fusco ’00, Jessica Swineheart Tharpe
’00, Gillian Markert ’99, Matt Fierce ’97, Tammy
Simmers ’01, Andy Adler ’99, Tom O’Loughlin
’99, and Sascha Nordback ’99

Marcos Stafne ’99
enfats@yahoo.com
Stephanie Thomas ’01
stephaniebthomas@hotmail.com
Kurt Wells ’95
kurtmwells@msn.com
De Anne Pace Wingate ’96
dwingate@burstmedia.com

(l-r) Andy Adler ’99, Tom
O’Loughlin ’99, Alexandra
Fielding ’99, and Edward
Wilson

Visit www.rollins.edu/alumni
Jamie Yasko-Mangum ’03HH and
Karen Perkey Sullivan ’02HH

to view more Young Alumni Event photos.

Questions? Please contact Ilyse Gerber, Young Alumni Program Coordinator,
1-800-799-ALUM (2586)/407-646-2268 or via e-mail, igerber@rollins.edu.
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Peer Mentors Ease College Transition, Build Lasting Relationships
RCC: Not
Just For
Freshmen
Ah, the summer after
my senior year of high
school…Four whole
years have passed since
then, but the anxiety of
that time still aches me:
How am I supposed to
act now that I am a very
mature 18-year-old who
knows everything there is to know? How do I meet new and exciting
people who weren’t witness to my changing hairstyles and fashion trends
of junior high school? How do I get ahead, and shine, above and beyond
those varsity letters and “My child is an honor student” bumper stickers?
Where am I going to live now, for free, but without my parents? How
should I dress now that gym clothes don’t have to be a staple in my wardrobe? My insecurities seemed endless. But then, in June, the letter arrived.
It was a welcome letter from my RCC (Rollins College Conference)
peer mentor—and it turned out to be the perfect therapy for my anxiety.
At that time, I was completely unaware of what RCC was, much less
what the acronym stood for. But in the letter, my peer mentor gave me a
brief introduction to the Rollins College Conference program, as well as
some simple instructions for getting prepared for college. And that helped
ease my anxieties.
While I was at first apprehensive about what the relationship with my
Peer Mentor would mean, it turned out to make all the difference in my
experience as a new Rollins student. Throughout the first semester of my
freshman year, Christiana Laventure ’02 was more than my peer mentor,
tutor, and counselor; she became my shopping partner, “Beans” companion,
and a constant reminder that I always had someone to lean on whenever
my anxieties reared their ugly heads.
We remained friends throughout college, but I assumed our relationship
would end once my life at Rollins ended. I was so wrong.
After my May 2003 graduation, I knew I wanted to work on Capitol
Hill. However, I could not seem to land a job before my departure from
Winter Park. So, I went home to Long Island, only to find myself playing
golf and lounging on the ocean beaches of the East End—the life of many
politicians in Washington, but I wasn’t getting paid for it! As my student
loan payment due dates got closer, I knew my current lifestyle was not
going to cut it. So, I packed my car and headed to Washington, D.C.,
hoping for the best.
Once in town, I contacted the Rollins alumni relations office and
requested a listing of alumni in the D.C. area. Knowing someone’s name
before arriving at Rollins four years ago seemed to help; why not give it
another shot? What name jumped out at me as I looked through the
directory? Yep, you guessed it: Christiana Laventure.
Christiana and I met for drinks, and she listened to me ask the same

ridiculous questions I had asked before entering my freshman year. What
do I wear? How do I meet people? How do I get ahead? She listened, and
advised, and comforted…just as she had done during my years at Rollins.
Talk about investment returns!
This RCC relationship that I was so skeptical about before going to
Rollins has turned out to be the most stable, assuring, and guaranteed
connection I could have imagined. But more than that, it is a true
friendship—one I’m sure will continue for years to come.
For all RCC alumni out there, I hope my story made you smile.
Perhaps it elicited an “Awww, how sweet.” But more importantly, I hope
it sparked your interest and caused a stir in you to locate that special
person who made your life just a little easier.
That person may be closer than you think.—Rachel Volinski ’03

A Match Made at Rollins
Young Alumni Council Profile:

Alan ’96 and Lua
Rudolph Hancock ’97
Alan and Lua Hancock thank Rollins
not just for their careers, but also for
each other.
The couple met in January 1995 while
on a service-learning trip to Uganda.
They were married at the Knowles Memorial Chapel five years later.
Alan, who majored in English and minored in business administration,
graduated from Rollins in 1996. He then did an internship in sports
information at the College until Lua graduated the following year with a
degree in psychology.
The couple moved to South Florida, where Alan became a member of
the public relations department for the Miami Heat and Lua began work
on a master’s degree in conflict resolution at Nova Southeastern University.
“I knew when I left Rollins I wasn’t ready to give up the college experience,”
Lua said.
With experience under her belt as an RA and hall director at Rollins,
Lua began working as a hall director at Nova to pay her way through
school. Upon graduating, she was promoted to academic advisor, and she
was later named director of residential life and housing at the university.
Alan recently accepted a position with NFL.com as producer of their
Web site. “My Rollins education gave me the confidence to go out and
secure a challenging and exciting position,” he said.
Both Alan and Lua serve on Rollins’ Young Alumni Council, attending
focus groups and planning alumni events in the South Florida area. “Our
involvement with the Council is the perfect level of commitment for us,
especially since we are expecting our first child in May,” Lua said.
—Vanessa J. DiSimone
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SPOTLIGHT

ON

YO U N G A L U M N I

Young Alumni Find Their Calling
Bryant Castro ’00

Colin G. Mueller ’01

While at Rollins, Bryant
Castro majored in studio art,
with a focus on photography,
and minored in Australian
studies. As an active member
of the Rollins Outdoor Club
(ROC), he took advantage of
catalystmag@hotmail.com
the opportunity to kayak,
Hometown: Grew up in valleys of the
skydive, rock climb, and scuba Andes in Bogotá, Columbia, later moved to
dive. “ROC provided me with
South Florida; now lives in New York City
my favorite memories of Rollins
because it constantly presented new adventures and challenges
outside of the academic context, which created a very rewarding and
balanced College experience,” Castro said.
Since graduating, Castro has traveled extensively around Asia
and Africa, putting his major to use photographing different cultures
and geographic locations. He recently returned to the U.S. after living
and working in France for a year. Castro said his travels have
“profoundly humbled me and driven my career objectives toward a
humanitarian cause—whether it’s policy-making or documentary
photography. I have learned that it’s not enough to be a citizen of any
one country; today, more than ever, one must be an active global
citizen and take part in steering the direction of our combined future
through cooperation and mutual understanding.”
These lessons have inspired Castro to serve as a volunteer with
CARE (an international nonprofit humanitarian agency) and other
organizations in Central America and Europe. Recently, he accepted
a position in New York City as development and marketing director
for a nonprofit publication, In the Fray, which focuses on social
movements and global culture. “This is a great avenue to help
broaden perspectives and educate the public,” Castro said.
Castro is continuing to pursue his photography and plans to
exhibit his work in New York City in the upcoming months before
returning to Europe to complete work on a master’s degree.
—Laura J. Cole ’04

Colin Mueller decided to attend
Rollins after looking at a variety of
schools across the East Coast. He
finally concluded, “Rollins just suited
me best.” Having attended a northern
private school, Mueller wanted a
college that provided a similar
cmueller@billnelsonfor
senate.com
environment of small classes and
strong academics. “Plus,” he said,
Hometown: Grew up in
Port Washington, NY; now
“you really can’t beat the campus or
lives in Washington, D.C.
the weather at Rollins.”
Mueller majored in political science
and was a member of the Chi Psi fraternity—an experience that
created some of his fondest college memories.“To this day, my
closest friends are my fellow Chi Psi brothers,” he said. He credits two
of his political science professors, Rick Foglesong and Tom Lairson,
with having a strong impact on him. “Dr. Foglesong was a veritable
fountain of Florida political knowledge—he knows so much about
Southern politics, and especially local grassroots politics. What I
learned in his classes has helped me tremendously in my present
career. I especially enjoyed reading his book Married to the Mouse.”
Indeed, Mueller’s education in political science and his interest in
Florida politics have both served him well in his job in the nation’s
capital as political director for Senator Bill Nelson’s campaign. As
such, he manages the campaign’s daily political issues and in-state
events. “It has been an honor to work with such an astute senator as
we get ready for 2006,” he said.
Mueller’s advice to Rollins freshmen: “Enjoy your time at Rollins.
Make as many friends as possible, and get to know your professors.
Work hard, but play even harder.” His advice to seniors: “Go to the
Career Services office—it’s a great tool that helped me get that foot
through the door after graduation. Also, network and find an
internship in the field you wish to pursue. An internship opens the
door to making new contacts and gives you the opportunity to
network with various entities.”—Laura J. Cole ’04

Celeste Wolter ’03

Deutsch, who is running for U.S. Senate. “I learned so much at Rollins
that has helped me considerably in my job,” Wolter said. “In fact, I
believe that’s what got me the job in the first place.” Her role as a fund
raiser and event planner has led her to many great opportunities,
including meeting and dining with presidential candidate Wesley Clark.
Wolter admits that she originally contemplated going to law school
after graduating. But a father’s friend introduced her to
Congressman Deutsch, and two weeks later she found herself
working for him. “It’s weird how things just have a way of working
out,” she said.
Wolter believes one of the biggest lessons she’s learned since
leaving Rollins is “the need to be confident in yourself and your
abilities—it makes the working world a lot easier. When you’re
confident, things begin taking shape. I thank Rollins for helping to
instill that confidence in me.” She leaves this message to graduating
seniors: “Enjoy the time you have left at Rollins. Even if you’re
anxious about your future career, take the time to enjoy everything.
You’ll find that after graduation, there is an entire ocean of
opportunities for you.”—Laura J. Cole ’04

A political science major who
minored in Australian studies, Celeste
Wolter was very involved in the
Rollins community. She was an active
member of Phi Eta Sigma Honor
Society, Residential Life staff, Kappa celeste@deutsch2004.org
Kappa Gamma sorority, and the
Hometown: Grew up in New
Student Government Association.
York City (Upper West Side of
Traveling to Australia was her favorite Manhattan); now lives in
college experience because it opened Daytona Beach, Florida
her eyes to a new culture and how
much the world has to offer. Rollins surprised her in a similar way,
she said, because she found at the College boundless opportunities
and a lot of people who care. “Rollins allows you to find out who you
are—but you have to take the initiative,” she said.
Since graduating from Rollins last May, Wolter has been putting her
Rollins education to use working for Florida Congressman Peter
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Weddings continued from page 37

’89 (left)
Karen
Rutledge to
Steave
Wayman,
Labor Day
weekend in
New
Orleans. They had a reception with
family and friends in Dallas, 9/27/03.
’90 Lawrence Levinson to Shelby
Levinson, 6/8/03 at New Albany
Country Club in New Albany, OH;
attendees: Todd Renner, Louis Ross,
and Kim Kemper Parrish ’91.
’91 Greg
Hickey to
Alison Marie
Hahn, 8/9/03
at Cecilia’s
Catholic
Church in
Stamford, CT
(above); attendees: Jim and Tawn
Larsen Hahn ’92, Edward Miller ’89,
John Williams ’89, Edward
Bugniazet ’84, James Kelly ’93,
Darrell Alfieri ’93, Carla Dunbar ’93,
Scott Van Houten, Chip Deklyn ’92,
and Graeme Marshall ’94.
’92 Elizabeth “Liz” Warthen to Brett
Svatek (below) , 6/7/03 in Malibu,
CA; (l-r, back) Sarah Pavao ’93,
Melissa Brown Burr ’94, Dara
Schapiro Schnee ’93, Carla Dunbar
’93, Elizabeth Tigett Parks ’93, Ryan
Rose Roth ’93, Tessa Rowan Goss
’97, Jennifer Foley Brinkley ’92,
Michele Martinez Roofthooft ’92;
(l-r, front) friend of the bride, Brett
Svatek, Liz Warthen Svatek ’92,
Darcey Callender Yerkes ’93, and
Rebecca Nannen Hearn ’93.

’92 Kim Schorer to Theodore Bertele,
6/28/03 at Lake Winnepesaukee in
Wolfeboro,
NH.
’94 (right)
Melissa Lanes
to Barry
Greenberg,
8/29/02.’94
Kristen
Broadhead to Colin Cashel, 1/02.
’95 Cynthia Pascual to Chris Allen
’98, 11/1/03; attendees: Rob
Haralson ’96, Doug Satzman ’96,
Brian Harper ’99, John Dick ’98,
Elizabeth Folger, John Tucker ’96,
Sally Fleischmann Oyler, Lance
Miller ’98, Tim Sheehan ’01, Toli
Pasakiolis ’97, Tyler Leban ’00,
John Albright ’98, April
Hendrickson ’99, Ixchelle Queenley,
Colleen Fleharty ’96, Elisha
Contner, Brian Snipes ’98, Todd
Benderson ’98, and Jonathan
Olgeirson ’99.

’96 (above) Antje Marcantonio to
Maarten Kallen, 6/14/03 in the
Netherlands.
’97 Delara Kheradi to Matthew
Lungen, 9/20/03 in Newport, RI;
bridesmaid: Alison Saker.
’97 Julie Godwin to Carlos Alberto
Segura, 9/5/03 in Coral Gables, FL.

’95 Seana S. Staley to Stephen C.
Peck (below), 9/13/03 at the
Cathedral of St. Philip in Atlanta;
bridesmaid: Amanda Rutherford;

Foster Kaali-Nagy ’01, Aaron
Schwartz, Matt Dzurec ’96, Marc
Pellicciotta, Matt Rupley, Tim Hunt,
and Seth Charde.
’98 (right)
Lance
Cashion to
Kathryn
Cashion,
10/18/03

in Maui; best man:
Matt Shreves ’99;
attendee: Mary
Caroline Cruse ’96.
’99 (below) Beatriz
Turro to Allan
Babaian, 8/03.

ushers: Alan Hancock ’96 and Rob
Frase ’97; reader: Dan Kempinger
’96; attendees: Lua Rudolph
Hancock ’97, Ryan Santurri ’98,
Mike Spitzmiller ’94, Ron and
Cristina Whitehouse Cabrera, and
Andy McGinnis ’97.

’98 (above) Cato Anderson to Alexa,
8/30/03 at the Nashawtuc Country
Club in Concord, MA; best man: Joe
D’Alton; attendees: Marc Bianchi ’00,
Scott VanHouten ’91, Mike
Drepanos ’00, Jon Lynch, Eric
Frantzen, Matt Rupley, John
Baldwin, Bethany Mattison ’95,
Drew McGuire ’97, Lizzy Evanoff,
Anne O’Brien, and Lori Olmsted
Johnson ’95.
’98 (below) Andrew “Chad” Stone to
Jody Baldwin, 8/23/03 at St. Thomas
More in
Narragansett,
RI; attendees:
Robert ’85
and Laurin
Matthews
Baldwin ’86,
Joe D’Alton,
Cato
Anderson,
John
Baldwin,
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Attention Rollins alumni
living in the state of Florida:

KEEP THE ROLLINS
TRADITION STRONG!
’99 Charlotte Kinnicut to Michael
Vinci (above), 9/20/03 in Lake
Toxaway, NC; maid of honor: Lisa
Goodwin ’98; best man: Matt Certo
’98; bridesmaids: Sarah duPont
Hendrickson ’98, Gillian Markert,
Jessica Wollaston Stanton; groomsmen: Charles Goodrich ’98, Paul
Ferrell ’00, Michael Welker, Bert
Saville.
’00 Laveta Stewart to William
Nothwang, 7/4/03.
’00 Jay Newberry to Laurie Puisis,
7/5/03 in Glenview, IL; groomsman:
Matt Townsley ’01, Rich Stephens ’01;
bridesmaid: Jennifer Newberry ’01.
’00 (below) Ali Roach to Nate
Banchiere ’01, 5/31/03 in Asheville,
NC; bridesmaid: Lee Gentry;
groomsman:
Zach
Cooke;
reader:
Mike Edolo
’01;
attendees:
Megan
Fusco,
Jessica
Swineheart Tharpe, Tyler LeBan,
Karen Wynne, Dina Glaser, Megan
Torbett ’01, Natalie Nicolosi, Alice
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Beaver ’02, Christine Forkois ’99,
Adrienne Forkois ’01, Jennifer
Newberry ’01, Erika Buenz ’99,
Toure Folkes ’99, Chris Forrest,
Jonathan Olgeirson ’99, and John
Dick ’98. Pictured in photo at bottom
of page (l-r) are: Christine Forkois,
Jessica Swineheart Tharpe, Erika
Buenz, Ali Roach Banchiere, Megan
Fusco, Adrienne Forkois, and Jennifer
Newberry.
’02 (left)
Emily
Mann to
Casey
Woodling,
7/26/03 in
Knowles
Memorial
Chapel.

SHOW PRIDE IN YOUR ALMA MATER with a
Rollins College license plate. Every license plate sold helps
support scholarships through The Rollins Fund, enhancing the strong academic tradition of Rollins College.
You can purchase a Rollins license plate anytime, or
when your tag is up for renewal. Visit your local tag
agency for more details. Remember, your license plate
expires on your birthday!
For more information on how you can support
Rollins College, visit the Rollins Web site at
www.rollins.edu or call us at 407-646-2568.

’02 Julie Tran to Curtis Deily, 6/21/03
in Melbourne, FL (below).

EDITOR’S NOTE REGARDING

CLASS NEWS POLICIES:
While we will attempt to include as many submissions
as possible in the Class News section, news items
will be limited to a maximum of 50 words due to
space restraints. Please provide all digital photos
as high-resolution (300 dpi) jpg images. We can
accept prints, but they will not be returned. Since
the magazine prints only three times a year, news
items may not appear for six to nine months from
the date of submission. To ensure accuracy,
personal news will be printed in the magazine only
if it is received directly from the person who is the
subject of the news, or if it is received in the form of
a news clipping or press release. Rollins reserves
all editorial rights and final decisions for inclusion of
Class News items.

IN MEMORY
’39 Oliver Daugherty died August 15,
2003. A former Marion County
superintendent of schools, Oliver was a
football player at Rollins and a Rollins
Sports Hall of Fame honoree. He was
preceded in death by his wife, June
Mutispaugh Daugherty ’41, and is
survived by daughters Mary “Dee
Dee” Daugherty Polhill ’67 and
Sharie Moore.
’40 Hilbert “Sonny” Hagnauer Jr.
died October 15, 2003. Awarded five
Bronze Stars for his service in World
War II, he was a former president and
chairman of his family’s printing and
flexible packing business, Lustour Corp.
He is survived by a son and two
daughters.
’41 Minter J. Westfall Jr. died July 23,
2003. A former biology professor at the
University of Florida, he was an
internationally known entomologist
with numerous scholarly publications.
He is survived by a son and two
daughters.

’64 James L. Emerson died October
27, 2003. He had practiced dentistry in
Ohio since his graduation from the
Ohio State University School of
Dentistry in 1969. A sports enthusiast,
“Emmy” helped coach his children and
supported the sports programs at John
Glenn High School. He is survived by
his wife, Carol, and four children.
’66 Sharon Siegener died July 12, 2003
of ovarian cancer. Sharon ran her
family’s oil firm in Sedan, KA, while also
maintaining a residence in La Jolla, CA,
where she managed a boutique and was
well known for her philanthropic
activities. Maintaining her ties with
Rollins, Sharon was active in numerous
alumni events and programs.

FACULTY
Catharine Crozier, former assistant
professor of organ at Rollins (1955-70),
died September 19, 2003. One of the
most visible concert organists of the last
half-century, she played throughout the
world, including performances with the
New York Philharmonic, at London’s

’47 James T. Robinson died August 25,
2003. He was educated as a psychologist
at Duke and Stanford universities and
worked for many years in the Dade
County School System. He later
became principal of a high school for
children with behavioral problems.
’50 Oscar Cashwell died of cancer
August 3, 2003. A veteran of World
War II and the Korean War, Oscar
played minor league baseball in Florida.
He refused offers from the Red Sox and
the Mets to follow a career in accounting. He is survived by his wife, Barbara,
and four daughters.
’55 Sylvia Graves Schmitt died August
13, 2003. She received the Algernon
Sydney Sullivan Award for Music at
Rollins and served on the executive
board of the Sarasota Community
Concert Association. She was a former
teacher and director of the preschool at
First Presbyterian Church. She is
survived by a daughter and a son.
’58 Katherine Ann Hammond of
Winter Park died August 27, 2003 after
a brief illness. She worked as a librarian
at Polk Community College for many
years until she returned to Winter Park.

Royal Festival Hall, and at the inaugural
concerts of the instruments at both
Avery Fisher Hall and Alice Tully Hall at
Lincoln Center. Educated at the
Eastman School of Music, she was chair
of its organ department from 1953 to
1955. Since 1993, she had been artistin-residence at Trinity Episcopal
Cathedral.

In Memory: Nick Yerkes ’92
An apple is not very mysterious. You see it and know exactly what
it’s thinking. A pineapple has a good attitude, but it’s so cheerful you
really can’t trust it. But a peach? A peach is sexy. It’s just what you
need to cheer you up and make you feel the world is just a silly place
where nothing bad ever happens. Nick Yerkes was a peach. There
are times when I truly believe this was all a joke—that I’ll see my
friend Nick walk around
the corner and bump
into him and we’ll have
a big laugh. Nick was
the ultimate instigator of
“the big laugh.” He was
the guy you wanted
around for a long time.
Of course now I realize
we were lucky to have
had him at all.
Nick Yerkes passed
Nick and Darcey Yerkes
away on July 31, 2003,
at the young age of 33. At his funeral service on Fishers Island, New
York, the pastor could hardly think of a way to make us feel better
about his death. Here he was, so young, so vibrant, with so many
friends and family that the church was bursting at the seams and
another hundred people listened from the open windows outside. We
watched as his wife, Darcey, bravely marched their two children down
the aisle. We were all looking for the “why.” All of Nick’s best friends
from Rollins were there to pay tribute to Nick. Later that night, we got
together and had a few laughs. Some of his KA brothers told classic
Nick stories—like when he won a contest at Harpers singing “You’ve
lost that lovin’ feeling,” or when he dressed up as a WWF wrestler for
Halloween, or when he did water ballet in the Alfond pool. We
laughed, but the world was different.
Nick had a joy for life that was unstoppable. He was a passionate
Rangers fan, a hilariously loving dad who had no problem dressing
up as a princess, and a husband who loved his wife. He was an
optimist, an inspiration; he was a man who wanted Jimmy Buffet to
run for president. When Nick was diagnosed with colon cancer, he
started a Web site so he could tell us about his struggle and so we
could give our support. We sent poems, words of encouragement,
and jokes. We were not going to let him go without a fight. The Web
site got 40,070 hits. Darcey and Nick showed incredible bravery and
strength during those 12 months, but despite Nick’s resilient spirit, he
lost his battle.
Nick lived an enviable life and leaves behind a legacy that will
never be forgotten: his true love, Darcey, whom he met at Rollins and
who shares his zest for life and unsinkable spirit; McKenzie and
Peyton, his two gorgeous kids who have Nick’s sense of humor and
love in their hearts; and his many friends, enough to fill Madison
Square Garden (one of his favorite places). If you didn’t know Nick,
you missed out. Because if you were his friend, he made you feel that
you were the only one. It was only when I showed up at his funeral
and saw the hundreds of people there that I knew there were others
who felt just like I did about Nick. Those of us who knew Nick will always
have him in our hearts. Those who didn’t? Just put on Jimmy Buffet’s
greatest hits, sit on your back porch in your khaki shorts, flip-flops, and
baseball hat, and you just might channel him. Or, at the very least,
smile whenever you eat a peach.—Liz Warthen Svatek ’92
A SCHOLARSHIP FUND has been established at Rollins in memory of
Nick. Send contributions to: The John Nicholas Yerkes ’92 Memorial
Scholarship Fund, Rollins College, 1000 Holt Ave. – 2724, Winter Park, FL
32789-4499.
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In Memory: Chris Rider ’82
Chris and
Christina
Rider

Afterwards, everyone gathered at a nearby golf
club to celebrate Chris’s life, as he had requested.
Family members and high school and college
friends told a host of great stories. It was a fullfledged Phi Delt reunion. In attendance were Tom,
Ted, and Kevin, Fritz Wettstein ’82, Terry Saxton
Spring ’83, Nancy Whelchel ’82, Craig
Koppelman ’82, John Riley ’83, Todd Pittenger
’85, Bill Loh ’83, Craig Starkey ’82, Jim Killiam
’82, Andrew Hill ’83, Pam Dickson Jones ’81,
Andy Kowalski ’82, David Lawrence ’82, Peter
DeLone ’82, Bill Sheaf ’82, Sherry Latham Sheaf
’82, Stewart Ross ’82, Michael Stewart ’82, Bill
Young ’82, Jacqueline Branson Young ’84, and
Bobby Davis ’82, and former Rollins financial aid
director Bill Loving (if I missed anyone, please
forgive the omission).
“Every time I think of Chris, I am reminded of how
often something he said or did led to some sort of
hilarious situation,” Stewart Ross said. Terry Spring
said of her friend, “He became a successful
businessman, but he was always a kid at heart.”
Rider was also a master of the malapropism, as

go to a service or funeral and nice things are said
‘just because.’ In Chris’s case, there was no ‘just
because.’ Everything that was said and remembered about Chris was truly heartfelt. As I said at
the service, there is no one is this world I hold in
higher regard than Chris Rider. And as his parents
wrote in his newspaper obituary, ‘Christopher loved
life and made friends with everyone he met.’”
I knew Chris both at Winter Park High and
Rollins—not as a close friend, but as someone
with whom I could share laughs and a few stories
when we did spend time together. He was
thoroughly open and unpretentious, and always
made me feel that he was happy to see me and
enjoyed our conversations. Chris came across as
a big goofy guy who loved to act silly and do
crazy things; yet underneath he was a very
intelligent and sensitive man who deeply
impressed his friends and professional colleagues with his shrewdness.
The last I saw Chris was at our 20-year Rollins
reunion, where we shared some remarkably frank
reminiscences about our lives. I have thought of
that night often since learning of
Chris’s death, knowing it can never
happen again.
“Love, kindness, friendship,
caring...There are truly not enough
words to describe Chris and to do him
the true justice he deserves,” Lennon
said. “Anything you wanted or needed
of him, you got—whether it was a good
laugh or someone to lead, coach,
advise, comfort, or offer help or
professional opinions. Chris always
seemed to be there —and be there in
the right way.
“We take some comfort in the
memories we have of Christopher, and
for all the good things he brought to this
world and to the lives of so many
people. Although his time on earth was
entirely too short, we are all enriched
more than one can fully appreciate just
by having known him.”
—Bobby Davis ’82

Chris Rider ’82 died of retroperitoneal sarcoma,
a very rare form of cancer, on October 19 at the
age of 43, little more than six weeks after he was
diagnosed. No one who knew Chris could believe
that someone so physically and emotionally vibrant
would not live to a ripe old age.
Chris grew up in Winter Park and lettered in
football, baseball, and basketball at Winter Park
High School and played baseball under Boyd
Coffie ’59 ’64MAT at Rollins. He earned a master’s
degree in taxation from the University of
Florida in 1984 and was a founding partner
in the Orlando CPA firm of Vestal and Wiler,
where he earned a reputation as an
extremely capable and creative tax
accountant. Chris was also a dedicated
husband to his wife, Christina, and father to
his two boys, Zack (12) and Jack (5),
coaching every team in which his kids were
involved. He is also survived by his father
and mother, Dale and Shirley, sister Loralee,
and brother David.
Tom Lennon ’82, Ted Riegel ’82, and
Kevin Kynoch ’82 were with Chris in his
final days, helping to take care of him as he
tried to gather his strength for an operation at
New York’s Memorial Sloan Kettering
Cancer Center. His kidneys failed before the
surgeon could operate, however, and Tom,
Ted, and Kevin had to arrange for transportation of his body back home. Chris Russo
’82 also kept in touch with Chris and talked to
him in the hospital the day before he died.
Chris died too young, but no one could
say, “We hardly knew ya”; his passing was
the occasion for an outpouring of mass
THE CHRISTOPHER RIDER
affection and grief. The funeral in his
ATHLETIC FUND (c/o Florida Choice
adopted hometown of Clermont, Florida,
Bank, 1615 E. Highway 50, Clermont,
drew 300-400 people, including many of
FL 34711, attn: Jan Crago) has been
his high school and college friends. There
Rider (front left), known as “Mort” to his Phi Delt friends, poses with
set up in honor of Chris Rider to raise
“the guys” at Reunion 2002.
can be no more eloquent testimony to the
funds for some of the local programs in
affection and regard with which Chris was
which he was involved. In addition, a number of his
his business partner Terry Wiler related. “He
held. Members of the youth football team he
Rollins classmates and friends are establishing The
would always say things like ‘I know that off the
coached attended the funeral in uniform. His 12Christopher Rider Scholarship Fund at Rollins, and
top of my hand,’ ‘We’ll jump over some hoops,’ ‘It’s
year-old son, Zachary, spoke at great length and
Peter DeLone ’82 is organizing a golf outing and
like swimming uphill,’ and ‘I’ll just keep my foot
with amazing composure about “why my Dad was
dinner charity event that will be held on Thursday,
in my mouth.’”
the best Dad in the whole world.” Needless to say,
March 25, during Rollins Reunion weekend. Anyone
“Chris made a tremendous difference in the lives
there was not a dry eye in the house. Chris’s
interested in attending should contact Peter at
of many individuals,” said Tom Lennon, a Phi Delt
younger brother David choked out an emotional
pldelone@ix.netcom.com or 386-846-2807.
brother, client, and close friend. “Many times, you will
evocation of what his “big brother” meant to him.
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R EUNION 2004 :

GATEWAY
to the Past, Present, and Future

RECONNECT WITH OLD FRIENDS to
share laughter and relive the memories of days
gone by. Come home to Rollins to revisit the
past, see the present, and look into the future.

MARCH 26-28
Celebrating Class Reunions:
1934, 1944, 1954, 1963, 1964, 1973, 1974, 1978,
1979, 1983, 1984, 1993, 1994, 1998, and 1999
Questions? Contact Alumni Relations
Phone: 407-646-2266
Toll-free: 1-800-799-ALUM (2586)
E-mail: alumni@rollins.edu
Fax: 407-646-1556

